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Ex-Moonie Warns Students
On Religious Cults
by Charlie Butt
and Denise Murphy
Steve Hassan, ex-Moonie cult member hypnotized a capacity crowd in the Oak Room on Wednesday evening, November 28. Hassan began
by defining what constitutes a destructive cult.
He explained that a destructive cult has two basic elements. Firstly, it is maintained by an allpowerful leader who claims divine inspiration. Secondly, totalistic ideology is employed whereby
the cult decides what is best for the individual.
A destructive will try to put a wall between the
victim and the family and friends of the victim.
"Real religions do the opposite of a destructive
cult," emphasized Hassan. Indoctrinators will
state consequences for leaving the sect and try
to instill a phobic response through psychological, torture.
Steve pointed out, "The smarter a person is,
the easier it is for a cult to recruit them." He continued, "No one personality is susceptible. People who are going through a transitional phase
in their life are most susceptible."
A destructive cult will use a mind control. It will
present the illusion of choice, making it seem that
the victim is in control when they are actually being controlled. Suggestion is removed and victims are indoctrinated into certain patterns of
thought. Behavior and thought control were cited as commonly employed tactics. When utilizing these techniques, Hassan commented, "The
members are always vague, but genuine in their
appeal to a person's personality. They reveal as
little as possible at a given time, deleting and distoring information."
Hassan then talked of his personal experiences. He remarked that he was only nineteen
years old and not looking to get involved in a cult
when he was brainwashed into joining the
Moonies. He was recruited in successive increments, by being fooled into believing the cult was.
an "international group." The Moonies used "love

bombing", making him feel that he was the center
of attention. After being fully brainwashed, he himself recruited new members and indoctrinated
them. Hassan also admitted to raising funds for
the cult by using deception, and at one point averaged a collection of $235 per day by selling flowers. The Moonies attempted to make all members
earn an average of $100 per day. As a whole the
cult grossed a total of $100,000 per day by their
sale of flowers alone.
Hassan made clear that all of this was learned
unconsciously by him. He was deprogrammed
by ex-members after a car accident forced him
to stay at home.
Hassan than advised his audience as to how
to avoid being recruited by a cult. He mentioned
that one ought to be wary of instant friendships
because friendships should be reciprocal. The
cult will always fish for information. In addition,
the more evasive a person is to answer questions,
the more they should be avoided, he advised.
Hassan then proceeded to begin speaking very
slowly, demonstrating a hypnotic tactic used in
brainwashing. He was attempting to show the audience that when listening to someone talk in this
manner, no matter how much one resists, one is
forced to concentrate simply because of the
drawnout way in which they are speaking.
In discussing the far reaching impacts of cults
in America, Hassan told of the Unification
Church's multimillion dollar empire that includes
hotels and newspapers. He pointed out that a
major Washington DC paper, the Washington
Times, is owned by Moon's group and that the
church makes millions each year on real estate
and other holdings.
Hassan also talked about some of the minor
thought control drugs like Scientology, The Way,
EST, and Hare Krishna and warned the audience
to be cautious of groups that seem to offer a great
deal but don't really give firm answers when confronted.

Steve Hassan, ex-moonie, speaks before a full house in the Oak Room on the hypnotic techniques of cults. Hassan himself was an inducted member of the Moonie cult and raised an
average of $2,000 per day for the group.

United Way Raises $4 Million
by Eileen Quirk
The Fairfield County area reached its desired
goal of four million dollars in this year's United
Way Drive. Fairfield University contributed to this
amount by raising over $15,000.

Dr. Barone Elaborates On Master Plan
Dr. John Barone stated, "It really comes down
to how much money we have to work with." This
comment was made in reference to the objectives
set forth in the university Master Plan.
Four new tennis courts are being considered
for construction as well as some major traffic
changes on campus. Two other tennis courts have
already been considered for construction down
at Barlow field near the Center for Financial
Studies. But according to the university Provost
the money for those courts is the result of donations from outside sources.
A study of traffic flow patterns was crucial to
the development of the Master Plan's considerations towards road construction. Frederick P. Clark
and Associates, an outside consultant operating

out of Connecticut and New Yorkjnade suggestion for improving the traffic problems that exist
on campus. "Basically what we want to do is take
some of the strain off the more over-used gates,
such as the main gate," said Dr. Barone.
Plans for relieving the traffic burden included
the opening of the Northeast gate, located near
the Townhouses. The access road that connects
the Townhouses and the gate located near Jogues
Hall will not open for through traffic as earlier
reported. Said Dr. Barone, "The last thing we want
is for that (the access road) to become a thoroughfare. Then I think you'd find town residents using
it to cut across to Round Hill Rd. We don't want
that at all."
The circle near the Recreational Complex

would be removed and the road swung wider
around the existing tennis courts in front of Alumni
Hall in order to make room for the other proposed
courts. In addition the access road to McAuliffe
Hall would be extended to the Townhouse Complex when the four new units are constructed.
Also being considered is a plan to pave the tennis courts behind Berchmans and Xavier Halls
and make them into an additional parking lot.
"Those courts are in bad shape now, and if you
have to re-build them, it doesn't make any sense
not to put them in a better location," commented
Dr. Barone.
"It's what we would like to do," stated the
Provost in an earlier interview. "The Master Plan
is kind of like the Master Dream." Fairfield plans
to make this dream a reality, but according to Dr.
Barone it depends on the available financial
resources.

FUSA's Special Events Committee collected
over two thousand dollars through the Dorm Drive
and the Halloween Extravaganza in the Oakroom.
The three floors that raised the most money per
person were Julie Hall with $2.10 per person
($130.00), Kostka One with $1.70 per person
($95.00), and Jogues Two with $1.06 per person
($76.50).
As promised for first prize, Julie Hall (counted
as one floor due to size) won a black and white
t.v. donated by Mudrick's of Stratford, while Kostka
One was awarded half-price tickets for "Beach
Night." A Special Events activity held in February. Jogues Two will be given a Special Dinner
from Seller's of New England.
Said Sue Scandale, Co-Director of this year's
j Special Events Committee, "I was really happy
about the money raised because it was all through
fund-raising events like selling carnations and
. playing assassin." Brenda Kenny, fellow director
of the committee, was equally pleased with this
year's drive. " I think the involvement with this
event was outstanding this year." Added Brenda,
"Who says that Fairfield U. students are
apathetic?"
Next semester Special Events, the fundraising
arm of FUSA, will be busy running three Oakroom
events to raise money for the FUSA Scholarship
Fund. Over $5,000 is needed to support this fund,
which was organized under last year's FUSA
president, Robert Sullivan.

Business School Receives Grant
by Connie McKenna

Alice Hanes (right) counsels a student in her office. The Counseling Center is located on
the first floor of Loyola Hall (see story page 12).

Computer technology will soon be an even
more integral part of an accounting education
here at the Fairfield University School of Business
due to a $20,000 grant from the Coopers &
Lybrand Foundation. The grant will be used to
integrate computer use directly into accounting
courses. Coopers & Lybrand, one of the "Big
Eight" accounting firms, will also donate software
which they have developed for their own internal
and cliental use.
According to Dr. Keith Martin, Dean of the business school, "Fairfield graduates have traditionally been recruited well by Coopers & Lybrand,
and the grant is insurance that the recruits will
be even better prepared for the actual business
world."
The program will begin with the education of
faculty members sb that they will be updated in

the use of computer applications in accounting.
The two faculty members chosen to pioneer the
program who will begin schooling this summer
are Dr. Henry Allinger and Professor Susanne
Leingus. Hopefully by the 1986-7 school year the
program will be fully implemented and the accounting classes will be entirely revamped to include computer use and technology in the
classroom.
The Coopers & Lybrand Foundation started this
particular grant program a year ago in ten selected
pilot schools. Fairfield was among the second
group of twenty-five schools chosen to receive
the grant. Eventually the program will be implemented in 100 business schools across the
country. Martin stated, "We're very pleased that
Fairfield was selected as one out of 1500 business schools to receive the grant. It's certainly
an honor."
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Speakout:

What is your opinion of the Baby Fae operation?
Compiled by Martin P. Healy and Denise Murphy

Tina Maciag '88
Eileen Ellis '88
Kathleen Healy '88

Marketing
Finance
Accounting

"We agree that any measure that can be taken
to save a life should be. Why wait for a human to
die when an organ from an animal can be used?"

Deirdre Weber '86

Biology

"I think it's amazing that science has made such
advances, but I feel that at some point the scientists will have to examine the ethics of their actions.
Are they assuming the role of God?"

Bernie McLaferty '86
Politics
Charlie Butt '86
Politics
Jeff Robinson '86
Accounting
"Where babies are concerned, anything goes.
It was a humanitarian gesture, but it's too bad it
didn't work"

Allison Cernigliaro '86

Psychology/Biology

"Science has tekan a big step in working with
cases such as Baby Jae, but I wonder how far it
will go and when it will stop?"

Baboon Heart Transplant Arouses Controversy On Campus
"Qui Transtulit Sustinet" reads the motto of the
State of Connecticut. It means "He who transplantes sustains" and I wonder if this will become
a national health care motto by the year 2000. For,
by that time our population of "baby boomers"
will have reached the age of degenerative diseases of the aging, and, if those daring young
men in blue or green with their flying scalpels and
elector-mechanical support systems are well practiced by then, we should have an unfolding of our
worst present fears.
Baboon and mechanical heart transplants have
elicited suitable awe in our ranks but there is a
gnawing fear of what such dazzling progress portends. Will for-profit Humane Institute Chop and
Body Shops dot the nation like McDonalds? Will
the Merrill Lynch broker be recommending the
purchase of shares in a booming baboon-farming
industry? How many future recipients will have
been told that they probably won't make it through
the weekend without a new heart? or kidney? or
liver? Fertile territory for marketing research.

Perhaps, by then the media coverage of such surgery will have abated sufficiently so that many
surgeons will not be goaded into outdoing their
peers with lily-gilding techniques. We may be able
to do organ exchanges from parts removed from
trees (heartwood perhaps?), thereby alleviating
the concerns of animal rights groups. Although
this could spawn a whole new army of plant's
rights groups. NO matter, because of the reported "glut of M.D.s," we shall all be covered by adequate health manpower to fend off such
opposition. The larger number of operations and
the huge support industries to provide for them
should bring the price forthese "new leases" way
down. Volume, you know.
If you opt for a Jarvik-7, 2000 A.D. model, you
may be able to travel about with a back pack
(designed for L.L. Bean?) containing your support system, rather than having to be tethered to
the present impediments in your room. The artificial heart might be better because, as you've

Some Reflections
The brief life and death of Baby Fae poses a
serious and relatively new question for health care
providers: is the use of non-human organs, to substitute for a threatened child's defective human
ones, morally justified? Bear in mind: we accept
all other organ transplants, especially for infants
(President Reagan himself went on television to
plead for a liver donor for a baby), and we believe that all means, even heroic means, should
be taken to save the life of an infant handicapped
by damaged organs (President Reagan himself
urged Surgeon General Koop and the Department of Health & Human Services to withdraw
all Federal reimbursement from hospitals whose
policies did not require such means). Of course,
if animals have the same kinds of rights that humans do, all we can say is that one living being
has been slaughtered in hopes of saving another,
and maybe the exchange wasn't worthwhile. But
very few of us are vegetarians, and as long as
we are not, we slaughter animals without compunction merely to eat them (including their organs). Isn't Baby Fae's use of an animal organ
higher and better than our usual use of them?

As the fate of Baby Fae underscores, the tendency of the infant body, as it gains in strength,
to reject the donated organ is a very severe medical problem, one that will have to be solved. (The
tendency to rejection is a direct function of genetic
difference between donor and recipient, and baboons are genetically very different from all humans). And as we gain experience with this
operation, we shall no doubt discover other unforeseen consequences that have to be dealt with.
But I see no ethical difference between the implantation of a baboon heart in a baby that needs
one, and the implantation of valves from a pig's
heart in a human heart that needs them, and that
procedure is now routine. As long as we are committed to saving damaged babies by experimental and heroic means if necessary, and as long
as the slaughter of animals to serve our needs
causes no qualms, this type of procedure is entirely consistent with the fundamental ethical imperatives of our society.
(Lisa H. Newton is a Professor of Philosophy, Director of Applied Ethics Program).

New Members Posted To Board
Fairfield University has appointed six new
members to the Board of Trustees. The appointments include; Dorothy Larson, Robert B. Lawton S.J., Victor R. Macdonald, James R.
McManus, William C. Russell S.J., and Leo J.
Waters. The members have been chosen from
the education, business and community service
areas.
Mrs. Larson is a Tufts University graduate and
is the director of the United Way of Eastern Fairfield County. Mrs. Larson's concern for members
of the community has prompted her career in
community service.
Robert B. Lawton S.J. received a degree from
Fordham University where he graduated summa
cum laude. Father Lawton has taught at Georgetown University and the Pontifical Biblical Institute in Rome.
IBM vice president, Victor R. Macdonald, is a
graduate of Amherst College and has received
an MBA from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Mr. Macdonald joined IBM in the mid
1950's and has served as director of Army
Processing for the IBM Federal Region located
in Washington D.C.
James R. McManus, a native of Wisconsin,
graduated from the University of Wisconsin. Mr.

McManus also received a master's in business
administration. Mr. McManus' degree came from
the J. L. Kellog Graduate School of Management
at Northwestern University. Mr. McManus has
worked for Proctor and Gamble and the Glendinning Companies prior to his founding of the Marketing Corporation of America.
Boston College Graduate, William C. Russell
S.J. served as director of the Jesuit Deferred Giving Program prior to assuming duties as director
of admissions at Boston College High School. Fr.
Russell has studied at the Ecole de Hauts Estudes
and the Faculte de Theologie in France. Fr. Russell has also served as president of the Chevrus
High School in Portland Maine.
The founder of L. J. Waters Inc., Leo J. Waters
is a graduate of Fairfield University has worked
as a partner and senior officer of an investment
Banking firm. Mr. Waters has also served as a
director of the long Island chapter of the Police
Boys club. Mr. Waters is also a trustee of an organization which supports a Catholic television
station of the same name as the organization, Telicare. Mr. Waters has had professional affiliations
include work with Securities Traders Association
of New York, the Bond Club of New York, and the
National Securities Trade Association.

been told, it bypasses the foreign disease rejection problem which accompanies human and
monkey heart transplants, and, if we don't develop
antibodies against plastic products polymers we
should be able to clickety-click out our waning
years with composure. With all of the people who
will survive, we may need the baboons for food
instead.
But seriously folks, modern medicine has no
cures for degenerative diseases of aging, only
a vast array of sympton-relieving drugs and when
these are not effective, technologically sophisticated surgical procedures. Since we are still very
far from restoring youthful vigor, it has been decided to embark on a course of buying time for us
through the development of organ transplant technology. From the ethical standpoint, every surgeon who is prepared to replace one of your
organs should undertake it with a reasonable
hope for clinical success (every possible hitch in
the procedure has been anticipated and backup
measures placed on a standby basis), with an ac-

ceptable therapeutic goal (the patient will! have
an opportunity to survive longer than he would
if he did not submit to the procedure, hopefully
longer than Barney Clarke's 112 days) and the
patient-recipient or his proxy (parents, in the case
of Baby Fae) should be fully informed of the probably consequences of the transplant. This latter
criterion is the most dubious. It appears that organ transplantations with suitable reservations
and precautions, is acceptable to Catholic, Jewish and Protestant traditions as they have been
applied by contemporary philosophers and theologians. As society defines a man, so it will treat
him and the aforementioned traditions have impressed on us that man is made in the image of
his Maker. Appropriate dignity must be ascribed
to a man so defined.

(Donald J. Ross, Ph.D. is a Professor of Biology
and Pre-Medical Advisor).

Lack Of Proper Research
In principle, there is no moral problem with the
use of tissues or organs derived from animals to
promote the health and well-being of humans, to
say nothing of saving human lives.
With respect, however, to the transplantation
of major organs, such as the heart, from animals
donors to human recipients, there are very serious moral questions. These questions derive
primarily from the ethics of experimentation—
since the xenografts are relatively new and untried. As far as I can gather from a cursory survey of the literature, there is no solid experimental
basis for the kind of transplant that was done in
the Baby Fae case (baboon to infant) and for the
use of the particular immuno-suppression drug
that was used in this case. There seems to have
been no adequate peer review of a prior, careful-

ly worked-out, protocol of experiment, no possibility of adequate public review thereof, and a real
impossibility to obtain informed consent since not
even the doctors knew enough about the effects
of this xenograft transplant to provide the kind of
information that is necessary to elicit informed
consent from the proxies of the infant.
Furthermore, I do not think recourse to justification of the transplant as a "last ditch" shot-inthe-dark kind of attempt to save the baby will stand \
up, since the lack of experimental data would suggest that there was no rational hope for success
and that therefore the baby was being unreasonably used as an experimental object.
(Rev. Vincent M. Burns, S.J., is Associate Professor of Religious Studies).

Pellegrino Talks Medical Ethics
by Chris Tyler
Edmund D. Pellegrino M.D., director of the
Kennedy Institute of Ethics, spoke before a small
gathering in the Nursing Auditorium last Wednesday on ethics within the health care industry.
The lecture was sponsored by the Program in
Applied Ethics which recently received a grant
from the N.E.H. Said Dr. Lisa Newton, Professor
of Philosophy, on the nature of Dr. Pellegrino's
speech, "We wanted a topic that would unify all

Boos

aspects of the teaching of ethics in law, government, business, and medicine."
At the lecture's onset Dr.. Pellegrino asked,
"People ask why raise these questions. The answer is because at some point in every person's
life they will be faced with them." Dr. Pellegrino
is a graduate of St. John's University and New
York University Medical School. He is also a
Professor of Medicine and Medical Humanities
at Georgetown University Medical Center.

Cheers
\cmpus teNTERl

DINNER *
to an empty Mirror office at 2:00 p.m. on Sunday,
the earlier we get started, the earlier it ends....to
Jogues girls who "kirked" beers from Jogues men
during Rudolph the red-nosed reindeer...to prefinal hysteria...to only 1 reading day...Sunday
doesn't count...to anyone who missed the lighting of the tree.

to the Sunday New York Times...if it wasn't so
thick, it wouldn't be so good...to the American
Studies Forum for screening films on Saturday
afternoons in Canisius...with no film society this
service fills a great need...to a sellout crowd at
Stompers.. .way to go Zugs.. .to the B.C. road trip,
and to Marty and Danny for finding their own way
home...to the Stags for a great 4-0 start...good
luck on the rest of the season...
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University Honors Professor
by Martin P. Healy

The other side of Prof. Donnarumma, however,
is equally as important. Trained by Jesuit institutions, he has remained actively involved in the
Church through various capacities within the
Archdiocese of Hartford, including the Board of
Trustees of Catholic Families Service, the Ecumenical Council and the Pastoral Commission.
He also works directly with Archdiocese Commission as chairman of the Bi-laws Committee. In addition to these activities, Prof. Donnarumma is
also a member of the Board of Directors of Highland Heights, a New Haven school for the emotionally handicapped.
Prof. Donnarumma has been awarded this
degree for his part in encouraging the development of well-rounded individuals. 'I like to think
I have some role in developing students who go
on to become real doers and worthwhile contributors to the community'. Easily persuaded to
write a good recommendation with the right combination of tobacco and refreshments, Prof. Donnarumma does much for his students and
remains in contact with many alumni. 'They think
I can be of use to them', he surmises,' but I don't
mind—I love a big audience'.

Recently, in the spirit of the Year of the Humanities, Fairfield University awarded honorary
degrees to several professors for their contribution to Liberal Arts education. The first of a series of articles, the Mirror recognizes the three
Fairfield University professors selected.
Professor Carmen F. Donnarumma, one of four
other lay members of the fifteen member faculty
that greeted Fairfield's first class, is motivated
from two sources. One, of course, is Politics.
'Everyone knows what the hell I am' he states,
gesturing towards the autographed picture of
President Reagan,' that's no secret'. Donnarumma has consistently been an influential factor in
Connecticut politics—from serving as a member
of the Connecticut Division of the Hoover Commission (for the reorganization of Federal agencies) and on the Waterbury City Planning Commission to an advisor to the Republican Party.
Originally a History-Government major from Fordham University and later Columbia University,
Prof. Donnarumma's long experience with the political process give his lectures a unique appeal.

Jesuit History Professor Dies
The Rev. James McLane Murphy, S.J., assistant professor of history at Fairfield University, died Tuesday at Bridgeport Hospital after
an extensive illness. He would have been 56
on Nov. 10.

Hall, Barlow Road, Fairfield, the residence of
the Fairfield Jesuit Community. A Liturgy of
Resurrection will be concelebrated on Friday
at 11 a.m. at Loyola Chapel at Fairfield University. Burial will follow at Campion Center in
Weston, Mass. The Redgate Hennessy Funeral Home, Main Street, Trumbull, is in charge
of arrangements.

Calling hours will be from 2 to 5 p.m. and
from 7 to 9 p.m. on Thursday at St. Ignatius

To The Roof Of The World
"Ama llulla, ama sua, ama q'ello" (don't lie,
don't steal, don't be lazy). It's a rather curious way
of saying hello. But in the time of the Incas, it was
the prescribed greeting among the Indians of the
Andes. Fairfield students and faculty may soon
get a chance to try the phrase themselves. Last
week, Professor Edward Dew of the Politics
Department announced the itinerary for the Latin American Program's spring-break tour of Peru.
It will include three days in the modern capital
city of Lima and four days in the old Incan capital
of Cuzco, nearly two miles high in the Andes.
Professor Dew, who worked with the Peace
Corps in Peru in the 1960s, will try to arrange
meetings with American and Peruvian officials
and church representatives, as well as guiding
the tour group through the two cities and surrounding countryside. Among the highlights will

be visits to a number of Incan and pre-lncan
ruins—including the fabled lost city of Machu Picchu, outside of Cuzco. (It is noteworthy that a U.S.
Senator from Connecticut and part-time archaeologist, Hiram Bingham, led the team that discovered Machu Picchu in 1911. The Fairfield
University group will reportedly commemorate the
event during their overnight stay at the ruins).
The group will leave New York, Saturday, March
9, returning Sunday, March 17. All accommodations are in first class hotels, while flights will all
be with regularly scheduled airlines. Total cost
of the trip (excluding most meals) is $969 for students and $1001 for faculty. Anyone interested in
seeing the specific itinerary and getting further
information should contact Professor Dew, FOB.
305.
*

Carmen F. Donnarumma, recent recipient of an honorary degree for his dedication to the humanities, discusses his participation in local politics and other community activities.

1985-86
FINANCIAL AID APPLICATIONS
ARE CURRENTLY AVAILABLE
IN THE
FINANCIAL AID OFFICE
(LOYOLA 13)
All freshmen, sophomores and juniors currently receiving
financial aid will receive an FAF in the intercampus mail.
Any student currently not receiving financial aid but wishing to apply for aid for the coming academic year may come
to the Financial Aid Office to pick up the new FAF anytime
Mon.-Fri. 8:30-4:30.
All FAF's must be submitted
to the College Scholarship Service
NO LATER THAN APRIL 1, 1985
The Financial Aid Office suggests that all students wishing to apply for financial aid for the 1985-86 year pick up an
FAF prior to the completion of this semester.
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Taking Ethics To Heart
Not too long ago, Barney Clark became the first man to receive an artificial heart transplant. The
technology that was used to accomplish this task was a profound breakthrough for modern medicine. Only weeks ago, William Schroeder became the second person to ever receive an artificial
heart transplant. But this accomplishment occurred just after the world watched Baby Fae live for
two weeks with blood pumped from the heart of a baboon.
This week the Mirror is examining some of the ethical and moral questions which are raised by
these new developments in science. Professor Lisa Newton, coordinator of the Applied Ethics Program, joined Donald Ross of Biology and Vincent Burns, S.J. in commentary articles which discuss
the questions. These special articles can be found on page 2.
Perhaps the most important factor in analyzing the moral and ethical justifications for artificial
or baboon heart transplants is the responsibility of the medical profession. In cases such as these,
the family wants doctors to do anything that will help to save the patient even if it is only for a few
days or weeks. Doctors are interested in their patients, but they are also interested in helping to improve medicine in general. No doctor should ever put long range goals of improving medicine ahead
of his/her responsibility to the individual patient. Human life, is an end itself, not a means to some
other end. Therefore, using a patient as a means to some other end violates the individual rights
of that patient.
On the other hand, a patient has the right to be treated with whatever is technologically possible.
If it is possible to save a life for a week or month or even for an hour, physicians must strive to do
it. They must, however, check their efforts when it comes to human experimentation. This is a situation which requires extensive prior review by the medical profession. A team of physicians should
convene to weigh the risks and benefits, the rights of the patients, and whether the procedure in
question would put too much pressure and strain on the patient's family.
Baby Fae's transplant was done hastily without an extensive peer review. Many people think it
was a good thing which was done to try and save her. But who thinks about whether her rights were
violated by implanting a heart inside her from a completely different species of animal? And was
it necessary to put her family through the experience with such pressures.
We praise modern medicine for their great strides in helping people to live with terrible diseases.
If the artificial transplants gave Barney Clark and his family a few extra months of happiness, then
the whole procedure was worthwile. The baboon transplant on Baby Fae was also a great achievement for modern medicine. Perhaps the few weeks of hope her family received will help them in
the loss of their baby. But we feel strongly about the imperative that physicians carefully examine
the procedures and implications before embarking on some unknown voyage which could result
in worse pain and suffering than the patient was experiencing in the beginning.

(.EDITORIALS'!

Letters

University Should Give Art A Just Setting
Dear Editor:
I am not an Art major and I do not have much
background in judging how great a piece of artwork is. But I do know what I like and what I dislike. I can appreciate art for what it is, but that
does not mean that I have to like it. People can
enjoy listening to Mozart, and not enjoy listening
to Bach. I do not see anyone going around and
criticizing those people for not appreciating what
Bach's music meant. They just do not like it. If
one enjoys all forms of modern art, that is fine
and good, but I would prefer not being beat over
the head for enjoying what others enjoy.
I am a resident of Chicago and I find the Picasso
a very interesting piece of art work. Its presence
there in front of Daley Plaza captures your attention. It causes you to look twice at its magnificence. The construction of the statue makes you
appreciate the time and effort that Picasso took
in making this statue. When I catch V I or Criss
Cross V out of the corner of my eye, I see clumps
of metal and that is it. These two statues do not
strike me as being art. I see them as they are,
a bunch of steel girders bolted together. I still appreciate them for what they are, art, but I do not
like them.
The gentlemen who wrote to the Mirror before
had a very good point. They said that the Criss
Cross V should be moved to a better location. Artwork cannot be thrown into a place and expected to look natural. The piece of art should have
a setting where it can be viewed and enjoyed by
all. The Criss Cross V is sitting on grass, surrounded by trees, and in order to get a good look at
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the piece you have to walk around the library patio.
Finally, I would like to know what is wrong with
having a twelve foot stag on campus? Is it a sin
to have some school spirit? Why can't others ap-

preciate a stag statue, a piece of art that is not
modern? This school has people from all over the
country. They are all different races, nationalities,
and religions. Why can't this university get differ-

ent types of art like its students? Or is Larry Mohr
the only artist around?
Brian O'Boyle '88
Economics

Administrational Red Tape Continues
Dear Editor:
I feel that Richard Ditizio's, "Administrations'
Babysitting Intolerated by Some" in the Nov. 15th
issue of the Mirror was the best editorial I have
ever read in the Mirror. I can sympathize with Mr.
Ditizio's frustrating dilemma because I have also
been faced with red tape and a patronizing attitude by many administrators and secretaries over
a seemingly simple, clear cut problem.
Due to a poor lottery number last year, I did not
even get into a course in my major, Marketing,
nor did I get into Intro, to Finance or Management.

When I approached the registrar with this problem
and asked if Fairfield planned on opening more
courses to accommodate students like myself he
replied, "Why should we?" I attempted to straighten out the problem before summer break but
could get little help. I called the dean at least five
times during the summer but was told that both
deans were out until the Fall, and that there was
no one else to help me. Each time I called the
university I was treated rudely. Only after my parents got directly involved was I even allowed to
make a scheduled meeting with the dean! If it

Commuters Are People Too
Dear Editor:
I don't know if anyone has ever taken a good
look at a commuter, but we have two eyes, two
ears, a nose and a mouth just like everybody else.
Why can't we be treated like everyone else?
I was here on a Saturday and someone kiddingly asked what I was doing on campus—commuters aren't supposed to be here on weekendsl
I'm sorry but I can't take comments like that as
a joke anymore. I'm tired of hearing "you're one
of friose people" and "you don't seem like a commuter". Tell me, what does a commuter "seem"
like?
For all those who don't know we are allowed
to use the Rec Plex and all the other facilities on
campus because we pay the same tuition as you!
Some of us even have friends who live in dorms!
We are active in intramurals usually with a commuter team, and we even belong to clubs outside of the commuter club—believe it or not!
If people would get rid of their preconceptions
of a commuter (as a person who goes to classes
and dashes right back home) and take a good
look at us, they would see that we're a vital part

of this community. So please stop treating us like
second class people, because we're every bit as
important as you!
Kris Snajder '86

were not for my parents' involvement I don't believe that I would have ever gotten the courses
I needed. Are threats from parents the only way
to get results at this university?!
My registration trouble and Mr. Ditizio's problem
are just two incidents but they clearly reflect some
of the administration members lack of concern
for the very people who are paying their salary—
the students. I am disgusted at the rude, patronizing manner students are treated by some administrators. I believe that some aspects of Fairfield
policy should be examined, such as the failure
to clearly inform business students about major
changes in their core requirements.
Why not start a student interest group on campus? Presently, there is no such group to protect
student complaints. A unified effort is needed in
order to attempt to change some aspects of school
policy that sudents may feel violate their rights.
Diane Elliott '86
Marketing

Criss-Cross V Comments
Editor:
In my more than two years here at Fairfield I
have witnessed a number of changes. Some of
them I have not liked but never have I felt strongly enough to write to the Mirror and voice my disapproval. But with the placement of the new
artwork in front of the library, I feel it my duty to
voice not only my own disapproval, but also that
of EVERYONE with whom I have talked.
I have never understood modern art, and if it
continues in this manner, I doubt that I ever will.
But I do not have a dispute about the piece itself,
for it very well could be a masterpiece. However,

I do take issue with the placement of it. Less that
250 yards away there is another supposed steel
beam masterpiece. This is a bit much. One "great
work" on campus is a lot to take, but two so close
together?! Maybe we should donate one to
another Jesuit institution and share the wealth.
The student body should have respect for various types of expression. But on the other hand
the administration should have respect for those
who don't care for that type of expression (and
there are many).
Richard Fahey '86
Politics

Would Noah Webster Agree At Fairfield
by Terri Durso

After two and a half months of tests, papers,
reports, and hours of studying, Thanksgiving
break was finally here. "A week off," I said to myself, and breathed a sigh of relief. Time to relax,
regroup with friends, and basically get my life
back together again. Then reality set in. This socalled "break" had already bet.: somwhat
planned out for me. Little did I know that it is common practice for teachers at Fairfield University
to schedule major tests for the following Monday
after Thanksgiving and also for the week before
finals. A pleasant surprise? Not by a long shot.
Planning important tests and lengthy papers at
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such an inappropriate time is unfair, and a major
disadvantage to the student whose main concern
should be the upcoming finals.
Why do teachers assign a paper the day before break begins, or announce that the class
will be having a "quiz" when they return to school.
There are hassles that may seem quite trivial such
as cancelling a night out with the friends one
hasn't seen since the summer, or the traditional
football games in front of the television. What happens when a student at random has a problem
over "break" with a certain concept, or can't seem
to find the materials necessary to write the report?
He returns to college with 1) a poorly written paper,
or 2) no paper at all. To the student who ex-

perienced problems while he studied, he is illprepared for the quiz. Is this fair?
Most teachers know what courses they will be
teaching in the last weeks of August. This gives
them plenty of time to try to plan tests away from
Thanksgiving break and the finals. The final exam
is obviously a very important part of the evaluation of a student's final grade.
If other important tests and papers are due
around finals, that's twice as much work put upon
the student, and time taken that could have been
used to study. This is not a gift that is being asked
for, or time spent wastefully, It is a slight breather,
somehing to help prepare students for the grueling tests ahead, in hopes that they may do a little
better on them.
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Teacher/Student Contract
With finals looming around the corner, doubts about the so-called "contractual agreement" that
is understood between teachers and students are plaguing the minds of many students. "How can
that teacher give us so much work?" is a question heard all too often at this time of the semester.
At the beginning of each term, a teacher is required to hand out a syllabus outlining the work
expected of the student in the course. This is step one of the contract. Next. «he student is supposed
to fulfill the work outlined on this syllabus. This is step two of the contract. Finally, the teacher is
supposed to give a grade equivalent to the amount of work the student put toward completing this
agreement. If these criteria are fulfilled, the contract is valid.
Some inexplicit aspects of the contract are the teacher's responsibility to teach the student as
a mature adult, the student's responsibility to act like a mature adult and the final grade will be based
on how much the student learned from the material he was taught. The contract is completed.
Our university assures that these steps are met so that the learning environment is optimal. Why
is it, then, that issues such as grade inflation are brought up? Weren't students receiving grades
equivalent to the work they performed? Evidently not, so last year the university instilled a minus
system, which allowed the teacher more precise choices in grading the student's work.
A way to fight grade inflation would be for the teacher to stick by his original syllabus. If a teacher
sets a rule for mandatory attendance, he should enforce the rule. If he sets a rule for no make-up
tests, he should enforce the rule. When the teacher begins to bend the rules, the student begins
to bend the rules and the contract becomes ineffectual, which destroys optimal learning.
If our university is to keep intact its learning environment, both sides of the contract must stick
with their agreement. Only when one side backs down does the contract begin to waiver. If all parts
of the contract are being fulfilled, then cries of "how can that teacher give us so much work?" should
be heard distantly in the night.

A Senior's ReflectionsOn A Closing Semester
by Thomas P. Moore

to keep the university from being taken over on
the growth during the summer, spending all of
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of months while we have been in session here
at the lovely Jesuit University of Southern New
England. As I sit here typing in the well-equipped
typing room in the library (in which I am making
use of the only machine in the special room) and
I avoid the quiz that I have not cracked a book
for, the thought of writing a column seemed imminently more attractive to me than the studying
of the old world's preoccupation with such things
as liberty and the persuit of happiness, in the
words of John Locke. (Thank you Mr. Petry). Let's
get down to the column though, enough of this
avoiding the topic. I am the editor in chief; is it
not great to be able to publish any damn thing
that I want and put it into the hands of Fairfield's
community (4,000 of those hands by the way)?
Several perplexing phenomena have worked
their way into my craw (where is anyone's craw
anyway). To start things off, let's talk about the
school's choice of planting what must be thousands of dollars worth of shrubberies all over campus in the cold months of November and early
December. In my limited knowlege of Biology (of
which I am due to receive a Bachelor's degree
in May of next year) it always seemed that this
time of year plants shut down most of their metabolic processes for the cold months and went into
a sort of hibernation, around my house back in
good old Baltimore where I still feel incredible
strong ties (100% silks of course), we would always spend a few of the prime days of spring
planting new trees and bushes and flowers. Tomatoes sink into the garden. As we attempt to green
our little piece of the city.
Planting in the late fall and early winter is a new
thing to me. Maybe the crews are too busy trying
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first time in a half a year they can start to concentrate on anything but trimming. I throw my full support for the efforts to stop the wide mud ditches
all over campus. The new planting will reroute the
pedestrian traffic around these worn trails and
keep people on the sidealks. I will spare my audience the deeper considerations of whether the
tendency is to take the path more travelled or to
strike out on your own and tromp throughout the
newly planted greenery because it is the path not
travelled by the masses, the unconventional route,
a sort of striking out on your own. The trend now
approaches all or the same route phase; conformity hits & mud disappears.
While expounding on the topic of the fauna or
our campus, why are there wide brown markings
on the grass in front of Criss Cross V? It looks
like the plains of the Inca tribes in South America, or the Chariots of the Gods landing strips (NOT
TO BE CONFUSED WITH LANDING STRIPS IN
GRENADA OR NICARAGUA OR EVEN HONDURAS FOR THAT MATTER). If left to ones imagination, you could postulate that the markings
are the preliminary steps in the construction markings for the universities mysterious Fine Arts

Center (the prime project, the golden boy of the
hallowed master plan). These obscure markings

Connecticut benefits from defense spending
more than any other state in the Union, per capi»« Mfe |£.^ f**;*, *-.

of place in front of Nyselius. In all practicality, I
see Criss Cross V correctly placed in the middle
in the court yard area that will be created by the
planned placement of the center for the arts. Then
the work created by the same sculptor as Vee-I,
Larry Mohr, will have a much more appropriate
and supportive setting in this art critic's opinion.
Enough of shrubs and grass and constructivistic sulpture in the 20th century. Let's get into some
of the heavy stuff Helicopters. I may be one of
the few people on campus with this preoccupation, but I have always noticed a large amount
of helicopters flying over our campus. Various explanations help sooth my speculative fits. First
we are right in the middle of one of the most
travelled commuter corridors in the United States
if not the world. Some of those commuters do it
in the air instead of on the ground, flying by chopper blade to the dffice instead of eating just on
the ground by creeping along 1-95.
The second rationale that I have formulated for
the abundance of air traffic in the area is the fact
that one can probably pick up a helicopter or a
song in these parts. After all Connecticut is the
War State. The New York Times documeted that
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gies, Norden, who produce both private helicopters and the spicier attack versions that
worked so well in Indochina and are doing the
job so well in the lands below the Rio Grande currently.
Look at the vanity plates that people put on the
front of their cars since this state only requires
one license plate, more often than not you will
see on mentioning Sikorsky's latest version of the
versatile aircraft that can land almost anywhere.
Helicopters bother me because of the mystique
that surrounds them from the Viet-Nam war. All
of that footage from classic films with names like
Apocalyspe A/cwand the Deer Hunter conjure miltaristic nightmares of the thumping echo that a
chopper blade makes when it cuts through the
air. M*A*S*H* and the portrayal of the chopper
as the bringer of more wounded and probable
death also adds to the dark feelings that one gets
when the sound of a "Huey' is heared in the
distance.
Now that I have gotten all of this off my chest,
I am getting an urge to open up my History text
and try to figure out what we will be talking about
today. Thanks for listening. More ramblings later.

Dangerous "Wolf Crying" On Campus
by Christopher M. Tyler
"The Boy Who Cried Wolf" is a story about a
young shepherd who shouts "wolf" in order that
he might get the town residents alarmed at an
impending danger. Granted this story is very old
and seems irrelevent today, but a prime example of this is occuring on our campus with great
frequency and frightening results.
Fire Alarms. The University has installed fire
detection devices so that a tragedy of the likes
of the Providence College fire of a few years back
will not happen here. Recently, however, they have
become somwhat ineffective. The alarms are becoming more of a nuisance than an aid.
As a resident of Loyola Hall I am well aware of
the requency of the fire alarms that hampers an

afternoon or evening. I am also aware that many
students try and "dodge" the alarm by hiding in
the room. The rationale? Most students reply, "It's
probably just another false alarm." Much like the
response of the town folk when the young shepherd calls them a third time.
The difference between the story and real life
is that there has been no tragedy here at Fairfield. Students treat each alarm as another inconvenience and ignore it. The alarms are frustrating
and they make you lose precious hours sleep.
Something must be done to correct this very serious problem.
What will happen when a real fire finally and
unfortunately hits a dormitory? There will be a
large number of injuries because the false alarms
have happened once too often. Why do they go

off so frequently? They are triggered for a variety of reasons. In many buildings a highly sensitive alarm system goes off when a photo-electric
cell is interrupted by air born particles such as
steam.
The attitude of many of the students is part of
the problem.
The majority of the students I lived with and
talked with feel that the new system, in our dorm
at least, has cried. "Wolf," one too many times.
They all try to hide in their rooms until everyone
is let back in. Were it not for the efforts of the R.A.'s,
many of them might succeed in dodging the alarm
and, perhaps, bringing a great travesty upon
themselves. My advice is to listen to the young
shepherd all the time. Sooner or later he may be
right!

Real Function of R.A.'s
by Steven P. Roy

There's something that's been bothering me
almost all of the semester and I think that I deserve
some help in my dilemma. It concerns the judicial functions of our beloved Resident Advisors.
For a year and a half I've been under the assumption that R.A.'s were put on the floor to help
any students who seek it in personal matters, and
to make sure that there is an atmosphere that is
conducive to studying, as well as check for floor
damage, etc.
Contrary to popular belief, there are some who
think that they are detectives in the South Bronx.

My problem centers around this situation.
I'm not trying to pull the wool over anyone's
eyes. I realize that there are some floors with reputations of being rowdy, and certain R.A.'s are put
there for that reason.
On a relatively quiet floor, however, when there
are R.A.'s who look for violations with sadistic zeal,
serious problems may arise. How is a student who
is looked down upon by the R.A. supposed to get
help with a personal problem from that R.A.?
Resident Advisors should work with the students toward a common goal: a happy floor life
with the freedom to pursue anything that does
not infringe upn the rights of others. It seems to
me that everyone would be happier if this was

the case.
Students were chosen to come to this school
for their personal qualities, which inclur1 academic excellence. If the university feels t
one
is mature enough to live in their dorrr
hen
shouldn't they be left alone when the
r is
closed? Privacy is needed some time
We, as residents here eight months of
v.
should be left alone when not disturbin
s.
When a stereo is too loud, all it takes i
v
ing. How about some consistency i
»enforcing? Most of us aren't out to mak
s
look bad in front of their supervisors. A li
i
and a great deal of communication frc
h
sides will result in a happier dorm life foi .
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Abortion: A Sad Reality That Must Remain
by David J. Defusco
We are facing the most gripping social issue
of our time. It is a topic which tests our moral
strength and stirs our emotions to fever pitch.
Although it has existed for thousands of years,
the question in the U.S., today, is: should abortion be outlawed? Now, before such a crucial decision is made, which will affect millions of women
and men, we must deal with this explosive issue
with an open mind and heart. We must deal with
abortion with reason tempered by a compassion
and consideration for all those involved, respecting that such decisions for or against abortion invoke anxiety, physical and mental pain, and
overall, great stress. The issue of abortion begs
that we understand and accept it as a said reality of humanity and that it is our responsibility to
the men and women who confront this tragic
dilemma in the future that a decision on abortion
was made in their best interests.
Abortion is not a new issue, it has existed for
thousands of years and it will continue in the future. No law will make it go away, so there will
be abortions—be they deemed legal or illegal.
Our responsibility, now, is to ensure that women
who do opt for an abortion are not the victims of
nonmedical butchery. It is our responsibility that
women never again will fall prey to anonymous
abortionists, hangers, and knitting kneedles. It
is our responsibility that white and black, rich and
poor, ignorant and educated get the same treatment regarding their bodies. But, most of all, it
is our responsibility that we educate those who
desire abortion the most—teenagers. Almost onethird of the 1.5 million abortions performed annually are obtained by young women aged nineteen and under. Planned Parenthood, which is
a federally funded clinic, estimates that of the one
million teenagers who get pregnant, 30,000 are
under the age of fifteen. Some are as young as
twelve! Although raised in a society where sex
sells everything from cars to soap, teenagers are
denied the information they need to understand
what they're doing and what is being done to
them.
The central question most of us ask is—Is abortion morally justified? Whether or not we hold
abortion, at a given stage of fetal life, to be morally
justifiable will depend on how we conceive of the
unborn being at that stage of its development—
on what characteristics we take it to possess and
on the moral significance we ascribe to those
characteristics. Thus, if one is a devout Roman
Catholic, he or she believes life begins at conception and the deliberate killing of the unborn
child is an act of murder, never to be permitted.
On the other hand, one may agree that abortion
in the first two or three months of gestation is similar in all morally relevant respects to the removal
of a piece of tissue from the woman's body—no
more reprehensible than an appendectomy.
Then, there are middle of the road positions; for
example, we may consider a fetus an independent being, a potential person, who is not to be
rivolously destroyed, but may be aborted by a
"full-fledged" person in special circumstances,
such as the mother's life being endangered if the
pregnancy is carried to term.

So, what is the status of the fetus? Is it a person or nonperson, human or nonhuman? How
do we go about deciding whether it is a person?
The fact is, whether a fetal organism at a given
stage is a person with a right to life is NOT a scientific question. Human personhood is not itself a

in metropolitan areas and college campuses.
These abortionists would perform for $500 to
$600. The danger was that there was no effective method for checking on these abortionists
and their procedures. Some women were driven
blindfolded to a motel where the abortion was per-

state than can be observed under a microscope
or discovered by scientific experiment.
The Supreme Court delivered its landmark
opinion on abortion in 1973—the fetus is not a "full
legal person" under the constitution. Fetuses are
not persons in the eyes of the constitution and
pregnant women have the right to decide whether
or not to bear their children, derived from a constitutional "right to privacy" under the Fourteenth
Amendment. This right, the Court stated in floe
v. Wade, however, is not absolute, being limited
by the state's right to regulate medical practice
to protect maternal health in the second and third
trimesters of pregnancy and the state's "interest
in the potentiality of life" in the final trimester only.
But what about the plight of women before
1973? What did women have to go through to get
an abortion before the Supreme Court decision?
Well, if the woman had the financial means she
could be admitted into a hospital with an "under
the table arrangement" whereby she could terminate her pregnancy under the guise of a "therapeutic" abortion. The term therapeutic was used
to describe an abortion that was ascertained as
necessary to save the life of the mother. The term
therapeutic was a phony distinction "legalizing"
illegal abortions. These abortions cost between
$1500 and $2000.
But what about the women without means, unmarried, very young, or poor, or black? They relied on the "grapevine." The grapevine was an
underground list of abortionists which circulated

formed so the abortionist couldn't be identified!
Those women who had no access to the grapevine, mostly poor and minority groups, had their
own methods of self-induced abortion which often
resulted in sterilization and death.

Political Currents
by Richard Carr
Three human rights groups have asked the
State Department to refuse to certify Haiti in the
department's annual reivew of human rights. The
government of Haiti has detained more than 100
business men and agronomists for a month without charges. All political activity has been Suspended by the Haitian Government. Last year the
U.S. happily sent $46 million in aid to the dictator
of Haiti, Jean-Claude Duvalier.

* * * *

President Jose Napoleon Duarte called the Rebels' attempt to advance to a solution of peace,
"hard, intrasignet, inconsequential and totalitarian." The rebels' peace plan called for a complete
halt to military operations, eventual formation of
a new government, a new constitution and a new

army. President Duarte's proposals were tantamount to a demand for a surrender. He asked the
rebels to give up their arms and participate in elections. The rebels would obviously be in danger
of being attacked by death squads.

* * * *

Two Soviet soldiers fighting in Afghanistan were
welcomed home last month from Britain and portrayed as heroes. The soldiers were captured by
Afghan rebels and allegedly drugged, beaten and
• chained. They escaped after being pressured by
Western intelligence agencies to make anti-Soviet
statements.

Those who were lucky to have access to the
grapevine had to endure the fear and shame of
having to do something that was made to appear
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[ POLITICS ]
Why Nicaragua is Being Attacked
by Richard Carr
Does.the United States really care about
democracy in Central America, in particular
Nicaragua? Does Nicaragua pose a threat to its
neighbors or to the United States itself?
Obviously Reagan, Congress, and the news
media want us all to believe that democracy, freedom and peace are all threatened by "Marxist"
Nicaragua. But one need only look behind this
rhetoric at the facts to see what motives are behind the U.S. support of the contras.
Far from posing a military threat to anyone,

'It likes countries where U.S.
manufacturing corporations
can pay workers $3 a daycountries where the ruling regime bans or controls all union
activity.'

* # * *
The Reagan administration is becoming a little anxious about developments in Chile recently. A state of siege was declared there on
November 6 and Pinochet's increased repression
and uncompromising attitude has even lost him
support from civilian conservatives.
The Pinochet dictatorship was installed in 1973
when the CIA helped overthrow and assassinate
the democratically elected President Allende. The
Reagan administration has gone to extreme
lengths to establish a working relationship with
General Pinochet whose policies include torture.
After the September 20 bombing of the United
States embassy in Lebanon, the Reagan administration has taken concerted action against terrorism. Officials say specific steps have been
taken to improve intelligence and enhance protection of American diplomats abroad. The official failed to mention what action would be taken
against CIA-sponsored terrorism like the mining
of Nicaraguan harbors and other violent, aggressive ^cts'p'efp'etrafeci'by'the CIA against other
nations.

dirty and unsavory in order to achieve some control of her life. The anxiety that came from not
knowing the credentials, skills, or even identity
of the practitioner increased the psychic pain and
physical suffering of a women forced to resort to
this kind of solution. According to Willard Cates,
author of Legal Abortion: The Public Health
Record, and former director of the Family Planning Evaluation Division at the Centers for Disease Control, "Illegal abortions caused sizable
numbers of deaths and complications among
American women. In 1965,ooc deaths, or twenty
percent of all deaths relate
> pregnancy and
childbirth, were attributed to abortion. Complications from abortion accounted for nearly twenty
percent of pregnancy-related admissions to
municipal hospitals in New York and California
during the 1960's."
However, since the availability of abortion, abortion methods and the skill of clinicians has dramatically increased the safety of performing an
abortion. The technique used in abortion has become the most understood surgical procedure in
the medical profession. In 1972 there were ninety
abortion-related deaths; in 1979 there were twentynine. Through 1976, the number of deaths due
to illegal abortion has decreased from thirty-nine
to two. The record on public health is clear—
legalizing abortion has provided safe, humane
treatment to the woman.
Therefore legalized abortion must stay. Laws,
whether they be constitutional amendments or
some other forms of restriction, will neither work
nor be in the best interests of society. Abortion
is'a sad reality, but it DOES exist, and we must
deal with it has humanely as possible by ensuring the health and safety of women. Yet at the
same time, we must commit ourselves to educating the ignorant and innocent so that decisions
of this magnitude will not have to be made in the
first place. When an issue divides society so
sharply, and in a world of inequity where the
ignorant, underpriveleged, and innocent would
be punished by a law to outlaw abortion, no law
should impose one group's views on everyone
else. In this sense, choice is the only just remedy.

Nicaragua cannot even defend its own borders.
Nicaragua's borders are penetrated regularly by
U.S.-supported counterrevolutionaries who terrorize villagers, burning, raping, torturing and murdering. Their airspace is violated at will by U.S.
spy planes, and earlier this year its harbors were
mined with the support and assistance of the CIA.
It is Nicaragua's efforts to defend itself for the past
four years that are called a threat to peace when
in reality it is the aggression the U.S. has teen
directing that threatens stability in that region.
As far as democracy is concerned, Nicaragua
doesn't ban any political parties and an opposition newspaper operates daily. While their elections on November 4 were not a perfect exercise
in electoral democracy, at least the opposition
candidates did not have to worry about night time
visits from death squads composed of off-duty
government security personnel as in El Salvador.

However the United States did what it could to
sabotage the Nicaraguan election, pressuring
right-wingers to refuse to take part and then
screaming that such self-imposed exclusions
proved the election was rigged.
Moreover, the U.S. didn't seem to care about
democracy when it supported the Somoza family
for half a century.
Obviously, freedom and democracy are not the
motive behind the U.S. support of contras. Just
consider the kinds of governments the U.S. does
support. The U.S. supports the Fascist Pinochet
in Chile even though the torture, murder and oppression leaves them with the worst human rights
record in the world. America also supports El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, etc.
Why does the U.S. support such viscious
tyrants, and military dictators? When we look at
U.S.-backed governments we see a common
thread running through them. They are governments which make deals with U.S. food corporations to cut thefn in on the action of exploiting the
labor of tenant-farming peasants and low-wage
rural workers. It likes countries where U.S.
manufacturing corporations can pay workers $3
a day—countries where the ruling regime bans
or controls all union activity. The U.S. supports
those who allow them to set up freely to obtain
cheap access to oil, minerals and other natural
resources without having to pay much in taxes.
That's what U.S. intervention is ail about, cheap
exploited labor and access to raw materials, not
democracy or freedom. Nicaragua was able to
carry out a successful rebellion against this
poverty-breeding corporate plunder. Hopefully the
rebels in El Salvador can do the same.
The United States wants to place the region firmly under its thumb again. It's not concerned with
communism; it is opposed to self-determination.
Nicaragua has pleaded with the United States
for normal, peaceful relations. It cooperated in
the Contrada peace process only to be rebuffed.
It has made all kinds of concessions but none
are enough.
What Nicaragua won't give up is its sovereignty.
It won't hand back economic and political.control to the U.S. corporations. And for that, the U.S.
government is bent on destroying the Sandinistas.
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The Key To Mideast Peace: The Jordan Factor
by Albert Wunsch
Jordan, a moderate, pro-western monarchy, has
been regarded by most experts to be a key party
to an effective peace settlement. In fact, its participation has been considered essential to all the
Middle East peace proposals since the 1967 war
and most recently the Reagan Initiative of 1982.
Jordan has consistently expressed its interest in
peace but has refused to take part in any of the
U.S.-initiated plans, despite its traditionally close
ties with the United States.
From the viewpoint of its leader, King Hussein,
Jordan operates under tight foreign policy constraints and possesses only severly limited options. Paramount among these constraints are
Palestinian politics, dependence on Arab financing, and the perceived unwillingness of the United States to give his nation significant aid in return
for cooperation. In short, Jordan is more dependent on its fellow Arab nations than on the United States, and, because Hussein believes he
must remain within the Arab consensus, he refuses to negotiate without Arab approval.
Arab economic assistance for Jordan's weak
economy increased substantially in order to reward Jordan for rejecting the Camp David
process. At the 1978 Baghdad summit, called to
ostracize Egyptian President Sadat for his participation at Camp David, Saudi Arabia and
Kuwait agreed to provide Jordan with a subsidy
of $1.25 billion per year. The U.iited States, by
contrast, does not deliver aid of such magnitude.
Hussein, who reportedly shaken by the downfall of his friend the Shah of Iran, may question
the value of U.S. political support. He may fear
that the United States lacks the will to put significant pressure on Israel to make concessions.
Hussein may also believe that if he defies the
other Arab states by entering into negotiations
with Israel, the United States could not protect
him. The King is by all accounts a pragmatic man
not given to dramatic personal initiatives.
The Carter and Reagan Administrations have
pursued peace in the Middle East according to
the 1978 Camp David frameworks, one for an
Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty, already signed and
implemented, and a second framework for full autonomy for the West Bank and Gaza Strip. Jordan, Israel, Egypt, and the representatives of the
West Bank/Gaza Palestinian Arabs were to take
part in these negotiations, which were expected
to lead to ah Israel-Jordan peace treaty. Unfortunately, Jordan had declined to participate in the
Camp David peace process.
One of Jordan's main objections to the Camp

David framework was that, despite th key role assigned to Jordan, it had not been consulted adequately. Also, Jordan believed that the United
States had concentrated on Egyptian, not Jordanian, interests when formulating the plan. Jordan
wanted above all a comprehensive settlement of
all aspects of the Palestinian problem. Camp

ministration's naivete. The role envisioned for
Jordan—being jointly responsible with Israel for
West Bank security during the transition periodwas regarded in Amman as politically impossible. Jordan was annoyed by the Carter Administration's apparent inability to understand why
Jordan could not participate in the talks. Cooper-

David appeared to be a continuation of Kissinger's
"peace by piece" strategy, which Jordan believed
would not succeed. Camp David, in Jordan's view,
dealt only with the easy issues, not the difficult
ones. It was clear to Hussein that Sadat wanted
peace for Egypt and Israeli withdrawal from the
Sinai, both "reasonable" goals that Sadat
achieved. Sadat and the United States were less
able in pressuring Israel to be more forthcoming
on the difficult issuees that plagued Hussein—
the disposition of the West Bank and the Status
of Jerusalem. These issues were not mentioned
in the Camp David framework.
Jordan regarded the Camp David proposals as
reflections of what it considered the Carter ad-

ation could jeopardize Jordan's economic support from Saudi Arabia and destabilize relations
with Syria. Moreover, the removal of Egypt as a
confrontation state could only serve Israel's purpose of assuring Israeli military superiority in a
future war.
Jordan took the position that it would join the
peace talks only if the other Arab states did, which
was clearly out of thequestion. Hussein believed
that he had nothing to lose by sitting out of the
talks until it became clear that Israel was willing
to make significant concessions. If he participated in the talks and they failed, the burden would
be on Hussein for having defied his Arab brethern.
fhe subsequent Arab world ostracism of Sadat,

as opposed to the increasing reintegration of Jordan, seemed to vindicate this decision.
The Reagan Plan called for a Palestinian entity on the West Bank 'associated' with Jordan.
Hussein applauded the plan and declared it "the
most courageous, realistic stand taken by the
United States since 1956." The Reagan Administration had urged Jordan to endorse the new plan,
and the King had expressed his verbal support.
However, Jordan's actions have been characteristic of previous behavior. Hussein will not agree
to join the peace talks unless the United States
can guarantee that Israel will make concessions.
Also, Hussein maintains that he cannot negotiate without the support of other Arab states and
the PLO. These are very difficult conditions to
fulfill.
Hussein has frequently stated that a peace settlement must be based on U.N. Resolution 242,
which calls for Israeli withdrawal from occupied
lands in return for secure and recognized borders. He also believes that the Palestinians should
be accorded the right of self-determination on the
West Bank. He is not, however, in favor of an independent Palestinian state in that region. Before he joins the peace process, Hussein would
like an Israeli commitment to freeze settlement
activity on the West Bank, and would like to see
evidence of firm American resolve to pressure Israel into making concessions. Hussein emphasizes that peace must be based on a consensus
of the Arab nations, and is opposed to bilateral
peace treaties similar to the Egyptian-Israeli
treaty. Hussein has consistently disavowed what
has been referred to as the "Jordanian option:"
turning Jordan into the Palestinian state.
Hussein's visit to Washington in late December 1982 was regarded as a success by both
sides. The Reagan Administration was optimistic that Jordan would join the peace talks in the
near future and President Reagan declared, "I
think we've made significant progress toward
peace." However, as of yet, there is still no concrete indication that Jordan would join the talks.
The Reagan Administration must continue its
firm and determined effort to convince Jordan to
join in the negotiations. But first, Jordan must be
convinced that Washington is playing the role of
an "honest broker" in the region. This could be
accomplished by a heroic trip to Jordan and other
moderate Arab states by Reagan early in his second term. If the Arabs believe that Washington
is looking out for their best interests, the path to *
peace will be paved. There is a light at the end
of the tunnel, let us hope President Reagan does
not stumnble before he gets there.

The Old Yule-Time Logroll
by Professor Edward Dew Ph.D.
by Arnold Natali
Started in 1949 to prevent aggression in the
North Atlantic, NATO has always appeared to
have positive objectives. However on March
27, Western German Radio Service broadcasted a show titled "The British Army on the
Rhine," which depicted atrocities of a NATO
funded training camp.
The site of NITAT—or Northern Ireland Tactical Training—is located on a 30,000 acre area
in the Schangdm-Desterholz area of West
Germany. Reported by Reinhold Borgt, the
program exposed British secret training operations using models of Irish towns with Irish
street names and emphasizing street fighting
tactics against Irish crowds and "Irish ter-

ern Ireland's courts, the lengthy period of remand, and the problem of compensation
prove this.
There seems to be no question concerning the RUC's actions in northern Ireland. The
only question which should concern the 44
million Irish Americans is whether they, as U.S.
citizens, are subsidizing these atrocities. U.S.
tax dollars are a source of financial support
for NATO, and if these accusations are true,
we hold a level of responsibility for the present
situation. What we now need are answers from
Britain and from the United States.
One of the most striking realities about the
problem in northern Ireland is the lack of attention that is experienced in the United States
regarding this issue. How many IRA freedom

Is NATO Funding
British Murder?
rorists." Two Irish towns complete with red telephone boxes, red pillar boxes, a church, and
IRA wallsigns have been set up under the
code words CQBR and Tin-City. The latter is
also known as "Little Belfast." Men and women of the British army play the role of an Irish
street mob. Life-sized dummies including a
priest and a woman with a child have been
placed on the pavements of these training
areas. House assaults and swooping helicopters are also part of the exercises.
If NATO is supposed to be a defense community formed to fight outside aggression, is
Britain in violation of NATO with these Irish
wargames? We must have an answer to these
allegations. U.S. citizens deserve it, Irish
citizens deserve it, and mov .mportantly, the
children of northern Ireland deserve it.
In the last year, the British have surpassed
their past history of injustices. Their use of
plastic bullets, the abnormal nature of north-

fighters must be killed? How many Joe MacDonald's and Bobby Sands's must die in the
H-blocks before the U.S. people demand action against British tyranny? Must a shipload
of MIGs arrive before we take notice?
The Irish dilemma is not an immediate concern of the current administration for many
reasons. One happens to be that the English
just happen to be our greatest ally. Another
reason is that Ireland poses no strategic threat
to the U.S. that would justify our attention.
Irish-Americans make up nearly 20% of our
nation's population. One time or another all
these people's ancestors were victims of British rule You would think that this enormous
number of people would constitute a major
interest group. What you have however is a
great many people who remain apathetic to
the present cruelties that their distant relatives
endure every day.

The Regan tax plan that President Reagan is
currently "studying" has been called "the biggest trial balloon since the Graf Zeppelin." Getting in the spirit of political hyperbole, since this
is the season of happy hype and good cheerleading, I would call the Grace Commission Report
on Governmental Waste the most exciting "hit list"
since the Sicilians discovered America. Not that
I am overly sanguine about the prospects of either
project getting very far. But they do constitute daring, responsible, and innovative efforts to address
our most serious problems.
In Newsweek last week, George Will wrote of
the Republican Party as "the party of ideas." Not
content with "being the bookkeepers and budget
balancers for Democratic promises," the Republicans have dug themselves out from under the
sapped-out slag of Democratic innovation and
declared war on some, if not all, of our standard
operating procedures. While Will was pretty critical about the most extreme forms this revolution has taken, his point is a valid one.
Man-for-man and woman-for-woman, the Republicans vastly out-maverick their Democrat counterparts. And that, folks, means ideas.
Now whether there is any hope in aggregating
the best of those ideas, like so much fresh-cut
timber, and floating them together all the way
down Pennsylvania Avenue to the White House,
well, that's another question. But take the two big
ones I started off with: Regan's flat tax and Grace's
"waste" basket* (*OK! Granted "Dollar Bill" Bradley has an earlier claim to flat tax fame. If he'd
gone to Oxford with a sport the British found
respectable, he'd surely have come back a
Republican.) I admit that mavericks don't work

together easily, and, sihce the Republicans are
clustered into more ideological camps than the
Democrats have seen in years, you can expect
some very entertaining internal Republican fireworks in the months to come. Yet, when all is said
and done, they'll go with innovation even in the
face of their own fat cat sponsors crying like stuck
pigs. Why? They've got nothing to lose. I mean,
where else can the fat cats go? But if you even
hear a-peep of disunity among Democrats it'll only
be as they hit the water. Like lemmings, they'll
run off the cliff together rather than see their own
middle cats get skinned.
Now surely, you say, that's a gross and unfair
allegation. Well, maybe. But it's noteworthy how
two of the Democrats' most prominent ideamongers, Senator Moynihan and Governor
Cuomo, rolled out their big guns almost instantly
last week against the Regan tax plan. I suspect
that the Democrats collectively will kill it with faint
praise: "wonderful idea except for x," "except for
y," "except for z," etc. Add up everybody's pet log
and you've got the whole mass ready to float right
back upstream.
One final question. Can the Great Communicator bite the bullet he's currently "studying?" Is
he the ideologue some make him out to be, i.e.,
with lots of sacred cows of his own? Or is he instead the weathervane that his own right-wing
fears him to be? Can he understand a complex
problem and have original ideas of his own? Could
he conceivably negotiate substantial arms cuts
with the Communists and pathbreaking budgetary and fiscal legislation with the Democrats?
Can he chop wood and chew gum at the same
time? We'll soon see!
Merry Christmas and a Happy End to 1984!
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Rev. Francis Moy, S.J., University Chaplain, blesses the commencement Exercises.

Volleyball lets seniors get the

Senior Week Softball games give a taste of sporting competition
before corporate competition.

Christmas Bells, Finals, and...Senior Week?
by John Sohigian

The activities start on the Wednesday
before graduation with a senior/faculty
Finals are around the corner and brunch. The brunch is a great way to
Christmas is coming. So with all the start senior week; an afternoon activity
pressures of studying and shopping, consisting of mellow music, good food
what should you be thinking about? and drink. It is also an excellent way for
That's right — SENIOR WEEK!
the faculty to say goodbye. The teacher
Each year the junior class serves as of the year award is presented at the
the service class for the freshmen and brunch and the yearbook dedication is
the seniors, sponsoring orientation and made public.
senior week. With a successful orienAnother highlight of Senior Week is
tation under their belt, they must start
thinking of how they can make senior the picnic which has been held at Sherweek the best week in the lives of our wood Island in Westport for the last
seniors.
three years. Volleyball, softball, and frisSenior Week is the traditional week bee are just a few of the constant acof activities that bids the seniors a fond tivities. Also, the juniors also run some
farewell to Fairfield University and ad- games such as tug-o-war, egg toss, etc.
mits them to the ranks of those special for the seniors. As always, there is an
members of the Fairfield community — incredible amount of food and drink for
all who attend.
ALUMNI!

The semi-formal dance traditionally
takes place on the Friday evening of
Senior Week. This is the last time before graduation that the seniors meet
formally as an entire class. This is also
their last semi-formal at Fairfield (after
five a year for four years!). While at the
semi-formal, the seniors are treated to
a slide show which depicts some of the
highlights of their college lives.
On the eve of graduation, the seniors'
parents arrive to attend their last dance
at Fairfield. The parents' dance is traditionally held in the gym and the main
dining room because of its popularity.
It's only proper to spend the last night
before entering the "real world" with the
people who helped make it all possible.
The slide show is repeated at both
dances so the parents may see what

their soon to be college graduates have
been up to for the past four years.
Senior Week is very important to the
people graduating each year from Fairfield. Tradition has it that the Junior
class puts on the best show possible
because they want the class after them
to do the same. This year is no different. The present seniors did a great job
last May. It is up to the class of '86 to
give the Class of '85 the best possible
senior week this May.
Applications for chairmen, SubChairmen, and workers for Senior
Week '85 will be in the juniors' mailboxes soon. Immediately after winter break,
the selection process will start and the
planning for SENIOR WEEK '85 will begin. Juniors and seniors—Get Involved!
Get Psyched!
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lion for
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Why do these people seem happy? They are out of here. (Except for Leonard Dacanay, '85).

■■

lir anxieties out before graduation.
Numerous "socials" include themselves on the agenda during Senior Week.

Spring weather prompts picnics during the few days the seniors call their own.
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One of Boston's Best Rocks the Oak Room
by Barbara Murray
Last Saturday night, one of Boston's best bands
rocked Fairfield U; the Stompers were on stage
in the Oak Room, performing before a sell-out
crowd. According to Jim English, F.U.S.A.'s Director of Oakroom Events, Saturday night's show
marked "the most outstanding performance by
an 'Oak Room' band this year"
The Stompers took command of the stage at
9 P.M. and performed a straight, two-hour set.
Mostly, the band played its own material. Songs
like, "Never Tell An Angel That Your Heart's On
Fire," and "First Kiss" rang bells for a lot of students familiar with the Boston music scene. Old
favorites like, "Twist and Shout," were also included in the Stamper's set. There was non-stop dancing the entire time the Band was on stage, as old
and new fans alike took to the floor.

The five-man band is hardly knew to Rock &
Roll. It has been playing before sell-out crowds
in Boston clubs for some time. During the summer months, those vacationing on Cape Cod just
can't get enough of the band as they flock to popular night spots to hear the boys in concert. Last
Saturday night marks the second appearance of
the Stompers at Faifield U.; last year at about the
same time, they made their University debut in
the Oak Room.
Booking a band as popular and well-known as
the Stompers is a difficult task. Jim English, who
headed up the event, deserves a good deal of
credit for all the work he put into the project. The
Stamper's appearance last Saturday is a sure sign
that F.U.S.A. is alive and well and working for
Fairfield.

Sal, lead singer for the Stompers, heads a band considered to be one of Boston's best.
[Photo by Marguerite Hinderer]

Vivaldi Highlights Concert
by Thomas P. Moore
Gonzaga Auditorium sounded orchestral and
operatic in proportion as the Villanova Singers
and the Women's Chorale combined forces along
with the Festival Orchestra, a nine piece group,
to perform the 1984 production of The Glories of
Christmas. The sounds of Christmas carols and
songs of both sacred and humorous themes intermeshed to grace the ears of the packed auditorium on late Sunday afternoon last week.
Mozart, Bach and di Lasso started the bill in
graceful style. The poise and the seriousness that
the Chorale showed put up a tough act for the
singers from Villanova to follow.
The men from Pennsylvania did not possess
the same depth and smoothness that the Fairfield women demonstrated. Their peak was
reached when some of the more adventurous
members of the singing group donned antique
bathing suits and belted out Under the Boardwalk,
a song made popular by the Drifters.
When the combined choirs took the stage and
the Festival Orchestra set up in front of them, the
climax of the evening was about to occur. The
Gloria by Vivaldi transformed the Gonzaga Auditorium into a great concert hall. Truly impres-

sive sounds augmented by three masterfully sung
solos performed by two Fairfield alumnae, Susan
Sweetnam and Carol Wilson, both of the class
of 1983.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
^

Come in and check out
our "Christmas" T's and
novelty items.

CUSTOM SCREENING
39 ONQUOWA ROAD

259-4334
FAIRFIELD, CT

WE HAVE SUPPLIED FAIRFIELD U. STUDENTS
FOR THE LAST 8 YEARS WITH DORM SHIRTS,
B/B SHIRTS AND ATHLETIC EVENT SHIRTS
Please step in and check our prices

SMEDLEY'S

Need a place to go that students can afford?
We're known for our Specials
'Monday:

Free Pizza 9-11 pm

Tuesday: 50$ Mugs of Beer, $2.50
for a 60 Oz Pitcher (9-CL)
"Wednes:

990 All Bar Drinks (9-CL)
You Can't Beat That!

Thursday: 99<P Shots (9-CL)
Keep Checking For Our
Fairfield U.I.D. Night

CHEERS

BOOS

To Terri, our favorite
"Babysitter"...To Timmy,
what's the matter, couldn't
handle last Thursday
night?...To Kerry from the
florist...To Michelle and
Martha, our infamous
doorwomen...To
Colleen...how's my money
doing?

To Danny for not showing
up last Thursday...will
four dollars really kill
you?...To those kids who
forgot to bring their
I.D.'s...l'm sorry I couldn't
let you in.

Join the Ftm at Smedley's
Beverly
Theatre

Post Road

Fairfield Avenue

2770 Fairfield Avenue
3 blocks past the Beverly Theatre

Fairfield
University

CD
CD
D
CO

O

336-4603
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Long Island Band, T.C. Kross, Charted for Success
by Robert Amoroso
The latest sensation to come out of Long Island is a band called T.C. Kross. After countless
shows on the club circuit, this band has just completed their first album. The crossover from live
shows to actual vinyl sometimes does not go over
very well. This outfit does not have to worry about
such concerns. They are the dominant rose in
an area filled with thorns.
This band is headed by a little lady who goes
under the name of, you guessed it, T.C. Kross.
It is very refreshing to hear a vocalist with such
powerful emotion in her throat. The album starts
out with an anthem called "Rock the Night Away"
which is a popular opener for this band's performances. Since it is purposely paced unevenly,
it holds special value. The next song, "Night's
Promise," is possibly the band's best. Guitarist
Steve Rosen is both fast and tactful in this composition. Few guitarists have his speed, and fewer guitarists can express themselves better within
a song. The passion in T.C. Kross's voice is a story
in itself. "Too Many Memories" is another song
that shakes up the heart. It combines poignancy
with depression. This song is cleverly followed
by a very likeable cut titled, "No More Runnin.'"
This uptempo pop tune is a perfect illustration of
the versatility of the band. "You" and "Cheater"
are certainly above average material, yet they do

not live up to the tireless pace of the other material
on the LR "Can I Believe?" overshadows any error on the album. This song attacks all of the
senses into submission. In these days of mass
produced music, it is so difficult to be genuinely
moved by a performer. T.C. Kross definitely puts
my emotions in motion. Overall, the album leaves
me in anticipation for more material from this quartet. Bassist Keith Newman provides fine backing
vocals as he is a symbol for the ideal teamplayer.
Drummer Mike Vetter has the aggressiveness of
most drummers. The whole package is put
together by producer John Blenn. He is a newcomer to the scene and is a fitting complement
to the direction of the band.
This band is signed to a small label at the
present time. The future for this band is unlimited. T.C. Kross is perfect in her portrayal as the
angel-faced girl draped in leather. She is both
tough as nails yet vulnerable at the same time.
She has earned my admiration. The rest of the
band follows in the same fashion. I do believe this
band is destined for a fortunate career. With the
cold weather approaching us, I think it would be
a good idea to experience the scene of this rose.
It'll keep you warm for the winter. We'll have to
look for other ways of getting heat since the dorms
do not get any. I've received my supply from the
music of T.C. Kross. Just to let you know I'm not
shivering.

Answers to Nov. 15 Music Quiz
Buffalo Springfield
Barbra Streisand
"Heartbreaker"
Chuck Mangione
Bon Scott

19. Marvin Gaye
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

1, "The Reflex"
Rolling Stones
Stevie Wonder and Paul McCartney
The Captain and Tenille
The Commodores
3, "My Sharona," "Good Girls Don't," and
"Baby Talks Dirty."
26. Swing Shift
27. "Rock This Town"
28. Morris Albert
29. Tom-Tom Club
30. Kansas
31. Tommy Tutone
32. Cynthia
33. The Who
34. Delbert McClintock
35. Jackson Browne

Nick Gilder
Quincy Jones
Donna Weiss and Jackie DeShannon
"Don't Worry"
10. Randy Newman
11. "Video Killed The Radio Star"
12. Timothy Hutton
13. David Jones
14. The Babys
15. Gordon Matthew Sumner
16. Donna Summer, Thank God It's Friday
17. Blondie
18. Eddie Rabbirt

1
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COUNTRY COW

Lead vocalist, T.C. Kross, heads the band which bears her name.
[Photo by Steve Ailing]

Arnie's Place:
Not Just Another Arcade
by Tom Keller

"Where Contented Folk Meet"

Open 6 a.m.-9 p.m. Monday-Friday • 6 a.m.S p.m. Sat. & Sun.

1779 POST ROAD fairfield
(Where Mill Plain Rd. & Post Rd. meet) 259-0099

come try our
fresh milk, sandwiches, donuts, bagels, hard rolls
NEWSPAPERS • TOBACCO • SODA • COFFEE and PASTRY TO GO

10% OFF

with ad

Well, tests are coming up and you want to blow
off some steam. If you have a car, drive down Post
Road to Westport and visit Arnie's. The fact that
it is not a bar should not stop you. In fact, it is
an arcade. If you say that arcades went out with
discos, I won't argue with you. I will merely point
out that Arnie's is not your average arcade, as its
success proves, and Arnie is not your average
arcade owner.
I won't bore you with the details of Arnie's colorful life. Several years ago, there was a man who
had some money. He wanted to put an arcade

A CUT AHEAD
Precision Hair Cutters

Freshmen
and Old Pros!
For
GOOD SANDWICHES

for Men and Women
KINGSWAY CORNERS
320 KINGS HIGHWAY, FAIRFIELD, CT 06430
Hours: Tuesday thru Friday
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in Westport, but zoning laws prevented him. He
petitioned the Town Hall, in fact he chained himself to it before they granted him the right. Arnie
became very popular with the local youths. He
gave away free shirts and organized a parade in
favor of the arcade. Since the arcade opened, Arnie has had several run-ins with Westport TPZ
over parking and number of games allowed.
However, he has succeeded in turning Arnie's
Place into a popular gathering place for people
of all ages.
The popularity has a lot to do with the great
atmosphere at Arnie's Place. Everyone there is
friendly. Arnie's Place was designed to be unobtrusive. If you have driven in Westport, I bet you've
gone right by and never noticed it. It's a modest,
one story brick building. Inside, the decor is elegant. There are mirrored walls and full carpeting.
All games are encased in oak cabinets. There is
a wide variety of games, and several machines
of the popular games. There are pinball games,
air hockey, and a pool room for adults.
Arnie's is also popular because of the extras
it provides. There is security stationed inside and
out, should any problems arise. If a person makes
a high score on a game, he gets a free shirt. People can rent or buy old video games to take home
to play. If you're planning a party, you can throw
it there, with many exciting benefits.
Arnie's Place has managed to stay popular,
even though arcades are on the way down. Part
of its popularity has to do with the design and the
location, but a lot has to do with Arnie himself.
He is a colorful figure, he drives around in a 1920's
Rolls Royce painted in the colors of the game
room. In fact, he is so colorful that a motion picture company was thinking about making a movie
about him, starring Dom DeLuise.
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Exercising For Exams
by Melissa Campanelti
Now that Thanksgiving is over, most of us will
be spending every spare moment of our time in
the library, cramming for those much awaited final exams. The stress and anxiety that accompany these tests cause us to suffer from tension
headaches, and partake in late-night eating
binges. This year can be different, however, and
all it takes is just a few hours at the Rec Plex. While
you exercise your body, final exam pressures will
virtually wither away!
Exercising reduces stress in many ways. It
tunes your body so you can physically recover
more quickly from stress, as well as builds selfconfidence. When you respond to any kind of
stress, your body pours hormones and foodstuffs
into your blood to help you handle the stress. If
you exercise your total body, by swimming,
perhaps, or running, the byproducts of stress will
be burned up and your system will recover more
quickly. By spending anywhere from a half an
hour to an hour at the Rec Plex before studying,
your morale will be raised, and you will feel much
better about yourself. This, of course, will aid you
iri your studying.
The following stress-reducing exercises are so
sirhple, they can even be done in your own dorm
room. All you need to do is 10 repetitions of each
exercise, to get their full effect.
NECK: Head Lift — Lie flat on your back, with
your arms to the side. Lift your head off the floor,
pressing your chin to your chest. Hold for six seconds and then return to starting position.
ARMS: Arm Circles — Stand with your feet
together, arms straight out at your sides. Circle
both arms in a slow backward circle on the count
of four. Then circle both arms forward in the same
manner. \
STOMACH: Straight-Arm, Bent-Knee Sit-Up —
Lie on your back, bend your knees and place your

straight overhead to the floor or mat, moving your
arms up and forward to help pull yourself up into
a sitting position. Curl as you come up, and curl
your body back down into the starting position.
BACK: Waist Push-Up — Lie on your stomach,
arms bent with hands under your shoulders. Push
up slowly from the waist, holding your upper body
up for six seconds, and then returning to the starting position.
LEGS: Leg Lift — Lie on your side with your
lower arm extended above your head. Your upper arm should rest on the floor to help balance
you on your side. Lift your upper leg slowly over
a six second count and lower the same leg slowly over a six second count. Repeat on each side.
Stress also leads most of us to the refrigerator.
We turn to it naturally when we are stressed, because we long for something that will satisfy us.
Unfortunately, it is usually junk food or ice-cream
we turn to. The problem is, this kind of snacking
can actually make you feel more tense. During
exam time, eating right is very important. You must
eat a good breakfast with proteins, vitamins, and
minerals. Also, it is very important to have a rich
amount of complex carbohydrates, a moderate
amount of proteins, and a fairly low amount of fats
in your diet. This can be achieved by making sure
you have each of the four food groups everyday.
You should have two servings from the milk group
and from the meat group, and four servings from
the vegetable and fruit group and bread and
cereal group. Cutting down on your sugar and
caffeine is important also.
During exam week it is also very important that
you spend time just relaxing. Make sure to take
short study breaks every once in a while. Breath
in deeply twice, or take a walk around to get your
blood circulating. Although you have a lot of studying to do, you should be able to rest and relax
a little beforehand. Just keep one thought in mind,
in a little while it will all be over, and the Christ-
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You've probably heard the words "Career Planning Center" floating around campus, and you
probably haven't paid much attention to them. But
are you one of those people who has chosen a
major but has no idea what to do with it after
graduation? Or do you have an idea of what career
field you'd like to enter, but feel unsure as to what
it entails? Well, the words "Career Planning
Center" are trying to find their way to your ears.

Planning
Your Future
by Carey Colman

You've heard of it, but you really don't know
what it is, right? If you went there, you probably
wouldn't know what to ask about, right? Well there
is nothing mysterious about the Career Planning
Center. Two people — Alice Haynes and Fr. O'Neil
— are waiting to help you on the first floor of Loyola. And mind you they don't mean just seniors —
they mean freshmen, sophomores, and juniors,
too. We are all wondering about our future
careers. The earlier we investigate the possibilities, the more time we will have to plan for them.
For those of you who really don't know what
you're going to do after you graduate, a one-half
hour talk with Alice Haynes will help you decide
what direction to go in. She tries to understand
your personality, interests, and skills and then she
helps you narrow them down to certain career
fields. She can describe particular occupations
to you, but you can also do a lot on your own. "The
Career Planning Center helps you find a place
to start. And once you're aware of the job market, you can do anything," said Haynes.
The Career Planning Center gives you "the advantage of learning about the outside world," she
continued, with that edge, you can get a better

information about certain careers and companies.
Finally, the Career Planning Center can set up
information interviews for you with people working in your field of interest.
After you have done your research, Fr. O'Neil
and Alice Haynes can help you with the sometimes overwhelming task of actually finding a job.
The Career Planning Center is full of information
about part-time jobs and internships. Haynes emphasizes the value of an internship experience,
and says that they have many more internships
than people are signing up for. As for a "real" job,
the Career Planning Center can help you prepare
your resume, inform you of job opportunities, and
help you set up interviews. What more could you
ask?
The final decisions lie with you, but the Career
Planning Center can certainly help. You can call
or go to see them to make an appointment —
they're 6pen from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday. See what they can do for you,
and if you're unsatisfied in any way, let them know.
If there is anything they could be doing for you
but aren't, tell them what it is. But don't let the
words "Career Planning Center" float by your
ears anymore. Relieve that feeling of mystery —
,*, M,A.M
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The Career Planning Center has several ways of
helping you learn about the working world. They
have a computer which examines your interests
and tells you which careers correspond to them.
It can describe certain occupations to you, explain what training and experience are necessary
for them, and suggest which courses would best
prepare you for them. The Career Planning
Center library is full of books and magazines with
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Mother Teresa Inspires
by Kathleen Fogarty
After years of reading about Mother Teresa and
admiring her dedication to the poor in India,
Catherine Mulry left the academic setting of Fairfield University and her suburban Bay Shore,
Long Island, home to serve with this much admired woman in Calcutta.
At 73 years of age Mother Teresa, a Roman
Catholic nun who founded the Missionaries of
Charity order in Calcutta, India in 1950, is as active as ever fighting poverty throughout the world.
Known as "the saint of the gutters," she has been
awarded the 1979 Nobel Peace Prize and her order now has 238 houses in 63 countri.es to help
the poor.
: Clutching a telephone number and the address
of the YWCA in Calcutta, Catherine arrived in a
different world in May 1984. On her first night she
met Mother Teresa and turned over a sealed envelope she brought from the Missionaries of Charity house in the Bronx to Mother Teresa. Mother
Teresa chatted personally with Catherine and
blessed her with a special prayer. After meeting
the "four-foot nothing" woman as Catherine
described her, she felt inspired to do all she could.
The city of Calcutta amazed Catherine. She
walked through streets with the sick lying in her
path, young girls begging for food to feed their
babies, and people defecating in the gutters.
Cows, considered sacred by the Indians, lay in
the road disrupting traffic as double decker buses
crammed with people drove lopsidedly down the
street threatening to topple over.
With her long auburn hair and freckles, Catherine attracted attention from Calcutta's inhabitants.
People, from young children to the very old, stared
at her as she walked down the street or got on
a bus. "One hundred pairs of eyes would know
I had gone to the bank," Catherine recalled.
Although this bothered Catherine and made her
want to run away from their probing stares, she
did learn to ignore it.
Almost daily she worked in two of the four Missionaries of Charity Houses comforting the sick
or scrubbing floors. Shishu Bhavan or the Children's Homes are located in Calcutta and Howrah,
the densest slum in the world. Holding as many
as five children on her lap at once, realizing that
they starved as much for love and physical contact as food.
Catherine could not tell the age of the children
because of the severe malnutrition. One day a
woman came to the home with a baby wrapped
in a blanket. She anxiously sat down next to
Catherine waiting for one of the Sisters to come.
As they unwrapped the blanket, Catherine saw
a tiny baby, emaciated and discolored. The baby
was a year old and weighed four pounds. Catherine broke down and cried as she wondered how
any child could waste that way.
Just at that moment, Mother Teresa came into
the home "flying up the stairs." Immediately the
cries of the children stopped. "They knew who
she was and simply sat, holding out their arms
to her," said Catherine. When Mother Teresa saw
the baby she told Catherine that they must do all

they could and to thank God for allowing them
to catch this life in time. Catherine was overwhelmed by Mother Teresa's faith. "I don't know
how that baby could have survived," said Catherine, "but Mother Teresa's faith was unfailing."
Most afternoons Catherine went to Prem Dam,
a community housing victims of cancer, tuberculosis, mental illness, and retardation. Here she
taught English to two disabled boys. "They are
bright boys who, with all the mental illness around
them, yearned tP use their minds." At Nirmal
Hidray, also known as Kahlighat or the House for
the Dying and Destitute, Catherine administered
medication, cleaned the diapers of the bedridden or simply held some one's hand to comfort
them. Catherine's strength was drained from the
constant emotional strain of dealing with death.
"It wasn't the same type of contact or communication as with the children. For them there was
hope, but here you knew and they knew they were
dying and that seemed the only communication
necessary," Catherine explained.
At night Catherine would return to the YWCA.
At the Mother House, mass was celebrated every
night and she recalls, "I couldn't get by without
some sort of prayer and faith. I had trouble sleeping at night; often overtired, but it was usually the
bedbugs that kept me up."
Catherine was close to the other volunteers,
and two in particular. "A lawyer named Sharbini
took me to movies, cultural events, and introduced
me to people from the American embassy. She
showed me that even among all this poverty and
suffering, there was extreme economic wealth,"
said Catherine.
• Another special friend of Catherine's was

Catherine Mulry with a souvenir elephant purchased in India.[Photo courtesy of Public Relations.).

I FEATURES 1
eleven year old Sona. He was a street-wise con
artist who would not tell where he was from or
if he even had parents. Catherine had promised
to buy him a present and he finally lured her into
a toy store where she bought him a soccer ball.
She described how "he was so proud of that soccer ball that he carried it raised above his head
grinning from ear to ear." They tried it out in a
nearby field and the strange sight of a girl running with her hair flying and kicking a soccer ball,
attracted a curious crowd. "I had forgotten the
strict behavior codes for women in India," said
Catherine. "They were shocked and acted as if
I were crazy."
When Catherine began her return to the United
States after a month, she cried at the sight of running water in the airplane's bathroom. The luxury was too much in contrast to the month of

Fr. O 'Neil helps a job-seeking senior, Tim Lane, in the Counseling Center. See story on page 12

;Hair Explosion

disease and heartbreaking poverty.
Catherine is back to classes in Fairfield as a
senior and is committed to a busy schedule. She

The Sky Is Falling
by Phil Dunn
"The sky is falling", cried Chicken Little, which
is not far from the truth h3re at Fairfield U. Anyone who has seen the piece of metal between
Canisius and the faculty office building, and the
newly arrived piece of wreckage in front of the
library can surely attest to the fact that "something" has fallen. Who would have thought that
two mangled pieces of Skylab were destined to
land so close to one another, and on Fairfield
University's campus no less? This must be a cruel
twist of fate, since the administration would not
purposely subject the Fairfield U. community to
such eyesores.
Everyone has been waiting for an explanation
and the wait is now over, the truth is out concerning these two unlikely structures. The two pieces
landed in back of the Jesuit residences behind
Bellarmine pond. It was suspected that these two
things were pieces of a satellite of some sort, and
NASA was on the scene within hours to confirm
the administration's suspicions. The next step was
to dispose of the wreckage. NASA claimed its
responsibility for the useless satellite ended when
it entered the atmosphere illegally, thus leaving
the University holding the bag. To complicate matters the Town of Fairfield refused to allow two
radioactive pieces of metal to be transported
through the town for safety reasons. Now, with
no other alternative but to store these radioactive pieces on campus the administration had to

We're just one minute from
Fairfield University and have been
1
serving its students for seven
. years now. We specialize in precision cutting, perming, coloring
and highlighting. To prove just how good we are,
we'll take $5.00 off your next haircut, $10.00 off your
next perm. "Combine two services to save even
more." Offer good until Dec. 29th with selected
stylists. (Larry excluded) Just bring your student
card in for discount. Call for your appointment today.

259-5550

Tues-Sat 9:00-5:00
Thursday evening

has a double major in English and economics and
in addition to classes, she's a star on the field
nockey team and scored two goals to beat Connecticut College this season. She is active in the
campus ministry as a eucharistic minister serving communion during masses.
Inspired by Mother Teresa, Catherine is continuing her efforts for those less fortunate. She
has just begun visiting convicts at the Community Correctional Center in Bridgeport. "I go to
listen to them talk about their lives. I'm really just
there to be a friend," said Catherine. As for the
future, Catherine is unsure but she does know
that her work for those in need must never end.
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come up with a plan to keep everyone from
v
panicking.
The plan was ingenius. The Art department was
ordered to claim that the pieces of metal are actually fine examples of contemporary art. Painting the smaller piece red and giving it a silly name
was thought to be the best way to disguise that
particular piece. A group of ninety Loyola residents, however, observed the maintenance crew,
wearing protective suits, place the red piece of
metal on the specially constructed radiation absorbing platform adjacent to Canisius and F.O.B.
at five in the morning. The Loyola people were
assured later that what they actually saw were
some local bee keepers out for a ride in their platform truck — a story they were inclined to believe
since they had been celebrating Guy Fawkes Day
and may have been slightly impaired due to the
nature of pre-dawn Loyola parties.
Once in place there were insults and accusations thrown back and forth between the Art
department and the rest of the free world concerning the definition of art. The whole ordeal had
nearly blown over when the Jesuits demanded
that the last piece be removed from their back
yard. Thus the second piece of debris, now emitting radiation at a more acceptable level, has been
relocated to the grassy basin near our library. The
big argument now is between the Art department
and the administration. The threat of another
round of debates about art, and the damage to
Continued on page 14
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1 shall not pass this way...'

The Sky
is Falling

Submitted by Susan Conney

Continued from page 13
personal reputations has forced the administration to turn to the Physics department. The physics professors have been instructed to inform
everyone that the new structure is actually a physics experiment which was the result of dropping
the frame of a Grumman flexible bus ten feet.
Since not many people know what the frame of
a Grumman flexible bus looks like, this explanation may work.
'
The great fear of the administration is that
another piece of space junk may land on campus, which is a good bet since it seems this area
attracts foreign matter from the sky. In any case
the Politics department has volunteered to take
responsibility for the next piece which they will
probably name "Anarchism."
This revealing account of what our campus is
really decorated with may be too much for those
who were just getting used to the space junk as
real works of art. But take heart in the fact that
this type of decoration is far cheaper than actually commissioning an artist to make something
for us. And if we do not tell anyone else about
the actual source of our art we may start a trend,
and some day we can sell our "original" pieces
for big bucks and buy some real sculptures. So
keep this secret under your hat.

MIRROR
.it's worth looking

And it came to pass.
Early in the morning toward the last
day of the semester,
■ There arose a great multitude smiting the
books and wailing.
And there was much weeping and
gnashing of teeth,
For the day of judgement was at hand
And they were sore afraid, for they
had left undone
Those things which they ought to have
done,
And there was no help for it.
And there were many abiding in the
dorms
Who had kept watch over their books
by night,
But it availed them naught.
But some there were who rose peacefully,
For they had prepared themselves the way
And made straight paths of knowledge.
And these were known
As wise burners of the midnight oil.
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And to others they were known as "curve
raisers."
And the multitude arose
And ate a hearty breakfast.
And they came unto the appointed place
And their hearts were heavy
And they had come to pass,
But some of them
Repented of their riotous living and
bemoaned their fate,
But they had not a prayer,
And at the last hour there came among
them
One known as the instructor; and they
feared exceedingly.
He was of diabolical smile,
And he passed papers among them and
went his way.
And many and varied

Were the answers given,
For some of his teachings had fallen
among fertile minds.
Others had fallen among the fallows,
While others had fallen flat.
And some there were who wrote for one
hour,
Others for two,
But some turned away sorrowful, and
many of these
Offered a little bull
In hops of pacifying the instructor
And these were the ones who had not a
prayer.
And when they finished,
They gathered up their belongings
And went their way quietly, each in his
own direction,
And each vowing unto himself in this
manner:
"I shall not pass this way again."
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Cards, Skins Look Good In Week 15
by Joe OiPietro
Football is a funny game. The other day I was
walking down the street and this guy in a graysuit comes up to me and says, "Hey kid, think
Denver." Now I had no idea what in the name of
Eldridge Small he was talking about, but I liked
the red carnation he was wearing. So I thought
about Denver. First I saw a snowy mountain range,
then a skinny guy with a stupid hat yelling "Skipper!" I couldn't make heads or tails out of this
until I looked at the front page of my Sunday
Times. DENVER ONLY FAVORED BY FOUR
OVER CHIEFS. The headline jumped at me like

JOB HUNTING?
NEED A TERM PAPER
TYPED?
Typing on our word processor
can generate original copies of
the same letter to as many
prospective employers that you
desire. We also specialize in resumes. Be sure to keep us in
mind for your next term paper.
WORD-PRO Norwalk 853-2151.

a health inspector. So I wagered one billion dollars on the Broncos and lost which is why football is a funny game.
So funny in fact, that I sent Don LaFronz a note
saying that if he ever picks Denver again tor the
Mirror, I would curse him 30 times over. He is still
hiding now so I will tell you what will happen in
the NFL next week:
ATLANTA (+7V2) at TAMPA BAY—New Puppy
Chow commercials are expected to be seen during this game. Should be very interesting from
a marketing standpoint. Pick: ATLANTA
CINCINNATI (-2) at NEW ORLEANS—Who
would have thought that the Bengals would be
playing an important game this late in the season? They're only a game behind the Steelers
but no one in the AFC Central belongs in the
playoffs. Pick: Saints.
CLEVELAND (+9V2) at PITTSBURGH—See
above. Pick: Browns.
GREEN BAY (+3V2) at CHICAGO—The Bears
are battling for the home field advantage in the
playoffs. Since I am rooting heavily against them,
Green Bay will play well. Pick: Packers.
MIAMI (-11 Vi) at INDIANAPOLIS—I can't take
a team seriously when they're from Indianapolis. Every time I see that city's name during a football telecast I get a twitch in the back of my left
knee. Pick: Dolphins.
NEW ENGLAND (-3V2) at PHILADELPHIA—I

happen to know exactly what is going to happen
on this game. Joe Pisarcik will light up the sky
and put 10 points on the board. New England will
only get 13, thus just missing the spread. Pick:
Eagles.
BUFFALO (+4'/2) at JETS—Chaka Khan, Chaka Khan . . . Chaka Khan. Pick: Bills.
GIANTS (+3) at ST. LOUIS—Real test for my
beloveds. Giants frequently have trouble in St.
Looie. I see a very high scoring game so the Giants will probably lose. Pick: Cards
SEATTLE (-4) at KANSAS CITY—Same
spread as 1st week when Denver (cough, cough)
came into town. I remember with immense laughter that the Seahawks returned four passes for
touchdowns vs. Chiefs earlier this year. Pick:
Seahawks.
HOUSTON (+11V2) at Rams—Oilers showed
some guts in beating the Steelers last week, but
I have the feeling that the Rams will be extremely vicious against Houston. Pick: Rams.
SAN DIEGO (+7) at DENVER—Bob Denver
that is, right? The Broncos and Baby Elway do
not impress me at all. I think that they are a .500
team at best. Pick: Chargers.
WASHINGTON (pick'em) at DALLAS—It's
about time we start getting some good games on
the tube. The stars say that Tom Landry will an-

nounce his retirement after the game. Pick:
Redskins.
RAIDERS (-6V2) at DETROIT—Silly Monday
night contest. Raiders will win, but not by the
spread. Pick: Lions.
LaFronz las week: 7-4
Best bet this week: MIAMI

1) Who are the only 3 men ever to have jumped
from high school light into the NBA?
2) Who was on Deck when Boby Thompson
hit his famous 9th inning homer enabling the Giants to defeat the Dodgers in the 1951 playoff?
3) Who holds the NHL record formost goals in
a season, and how many did he have?

Trivia Quiz
by Don LaFronz
4) Who is the only current OB in the NFL to have
won a Heisman?
5) Who was the last player in the major leagues
to hit .400 in a season?
6) In Super Bowl XIII, between the Steelers &
Cowboys, who dropped a pass in the end zone
that would have changed the complexion of the
game?

TRIDENT RECORDS
Think Christmas!!!
Records • Tapes • Posters
T-shirts • Gift Certificates
Panasonic Portables • Walkman's
Many Gift Ideas!!!
57 Unquowa Rd.
Fairfield (Galleria Bids.)

0„

4ooo
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A.J. Wynder displays his deadly jump shot. A.J.'s exciting play has helped the Stags to a 3-0
start.
[Photo by Remy Steiner]
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DISCOUNT LIQUOR

Order Early

MONKEY
BUSINESS

De//Vef
Funn

The Singing Telegram/Balloon Delivery Co.

HOLIDAY GIFT IDEAS

Cold Kegs and Beer Balls
always in stock

LOWEST PRICES
IN TOWN!
Serlin will meet or beat
any advertised liquor
beer or wine price!*
'State law forbids us to sell below cost.
All prices plus tax plus deposit

Free Posters! Parking in back of store

LOVE & KISSES
A long lasting helium filled HEARTSHAPED foil balloon attached to a
box of Hershey's™or candy kisses.
Shipped nationwide by UPS. Balloon
lasts for weeks, but the memory lasts
all year. A delicious way to say
SEASONS GREETINGS, HAPPY
BIRTHDAY, I LOVE YOU...

HEARTS & FLOWERS
An everlasting preserved rose or a
lovely bouquet of flowers in a wicker
basket with two mini foil balloons.
Shipped nationwide by UPS.

ALSO FEATURING
Balloon Deliveries • Gorillas • Clowns
• Singing Telegrams • Belly Dancers
Bunnies • Male Strippers • Panda Bears
• Helium Tank Rentals • Decorations
Tasteful • Reasonable • Reliable

SPECIAL HOLIDAY DELIVERIES AVAILABLE
Visit Our Card & Gift Shop
We have much more than just balloons!
• Cards • Stationary • Calendars • Stuffed Animals
1844 Post Road, Fairfield, CT 06430 (across from Zera MusicLand)

255-9896
Complete Professional Staff
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Lady Stags Win Second Straight Warner's Classic
by Rich McCarty

through the half. Finally winning 76-70, the Lady
Stags were aided by a 24 point effort by Fields,
and outstanding reserve roles by Sue MacMullan (8 pts., 2 stls.), and Pam Rivers (7 pts., 9 rbs.)
The All-Classic team consisted of Fairfield's
Pellegrino and Martinsky, King and Burke from
Providence, and Juanita Matthews from UMASS.
The Classic MVP award was bestowed on the 6'4"

The Lady Stags cook their second consecutive
WARNER'S CLASSIC Sunday afternoon with a
61-55 victory over the Providence Lady Friars at
Alumni Hall. The University of Massachusetts
defeated the Lady Terriers of Boston University
in the consolation game of the tourney, sponsored
by WARNACO, to benefit the Boys' and Girls'
Clubs of Bridgeport.
Senior co-captain Alison Martinsky bounced
back from a poor Saturday performance with a
16 point, 9 rebound effort. Martinsky, who was
only 3 for 11 from the field versus Boston U., tallied on patented turn-around jumpers from the
baseline. Also helping out on the offensive
production was co-captain Katrina Fields, who
added 15 points and 14 rebounds. Fairfield led
from the outset, but never went ahead by more
than nine. Keeping the Lady Friars in the contest
was senior co-captain Susan Altieri. A reserve
point guard, Altieri put down 12 points on set shots
from the corners. Only 5'3", Altieri took the pressure off star forwards Britt King and Mary Burke
who did not have stellar games.

MIRROR

All-American Fields.
At 2-1 on the season, Fairfield plays host to
Marist on the 4th, travels to Rutgers on the 8th,
and returns to Alumni Hall on the 12th, hosting
the Black Bears from the University of Maine at
Orono. A reminder that admission to all Lady Stag
games are free, and you can enter the game with
I.D. at the main door.

SPORTS 1

Hard work in practice by coach Diane Nolan
and her squad paid off as the Lady Stags won
the Warner's Classic this past week.
[Photo by Michele Byrd]

Fairfield Drops Utica 68-63

The forwards played well against UMASS in
their first round game. King and Burke both
notched 19 points a piece, as Providence dropped
the Lady Minutemen, 63-47. Fairfield had a tough
time with the Lady Terriers as well. B.U.'s Renee
Kurowski hit for a tournament high 31 points.
Despite Kurowski's heroics, the Lady Stags held
a 31-29 advantage at the half.

Stags remain undefeated in '84-'85
by Joe DiPietro

5:30 remaining, but Eric Jeter of Utica hit two free
throws to close the gap to 60-56.
Sophomore guard A. J. Wynder scored 10
The key play of the game occurred as Fairfield
points in the first half and made two crucial blocks
held the ball again. Jeter intercepted a pass and
in the second to lead the Stags to a 68-63 road
went in for a layup, but Wynder climbed over
victory over Utica.
him and cleanly swatted the ball away. Utica did
Fairfield led throughout the game and with six
manage to close the gap to two, 64-62, when
minutes left, went into the spread offense ahead
Paul Brown connected twice from the foul line at
58-54. Junior guard Tim OToole hit a layup with
the 18:32 mark. But with 39 seconds remaining,
Tony George grabbed a defensive rebound, was
fouled in the backcourt, and nailed both free
throws to seal the game.
Fairfield led 35-28 at the half on the strength
of 57% shooting from the field. For the game, the
Stags were 26 for 51. George and Wynder led all
scorers with 17 and 16 points respectively.
The win improved Fairfield's record to 3-0. The
statistics reveal why the Stags are undefeated,
but also why all three games were close. First,
coach Terry O'Connor has the squad shooting
field goals better than 50%. Second, the team
has only committed 33 turnovers in the three
games while forcing their opponents to commit
54.
On the other hand, Fairfield, who was in the
top five in the nation last year in free throw percentage, has only managed to connect 60%_from
the line this year. Couple this with the fact that
they have been out-rebounded by an average of
40 to 30, one can see why their margins of victory have been so slim.
A great amount of credit has to go to junior capTony George makes a nifty move towards the basket in a game against Brown. The Stags comefrom-behind victory made them 2-0.
[Photo by Remy Steiner] tain Tony George. The 6-3 guard has been without

The second half, and the entire championship
game, belonged to 5'6" Fairfield freshman Dana
Pellegrino. Pellegrino hit for 17 points in-only her
second game as a Lady Stag, and took control
over the offense. On a variety of drives, pull-up
jumpers, and deft passes to Fields, Pellegrino
helped stake Fairfield to a 16 point lead mid-way

Wet Willies Win Water Polo Title
by Rex Plec
The WET WILLIES won the Inner Tube. Water
Polo championship with a 6-5 win over defending champions, TSUNAMI. With seven minutes
to play in the contest, TSUNAMI led, 5-3, when
Cathy Kiley snuck one in the short side to pull
the WILLIES to within one. Captain Bill "Wilber"
Schmidt corked a shot in the upper corner to even
things up at 5-5, with two minutes to play, leaving
TSUNAMI stunned and playing back on its collective heels. The final blow was leveled by Mike
"Anti-trust" Fox as he corralled a Kiley cross that
just evaded TSUNAMI defender Fred "This is really different" Harper. Thanks to Tony Luv for standing with Rex for the play-by-play.
Basketball is heating up, as TERRY'S KIDS
squeaked by SOUR MASH II in overtime by a
67-65 score. The KIDS were led by Greg "Another
season, another t-shirt" Scwartz, as the lanky
junior shaked and squirmed to a 25 point effort.
Don "The Sky's the limit" Wilson played extremely well for the snakebitten MASHers, as they fall

to 1-2, two games behind TERRY'S KIDS. Also
tied for first is Tony Luv's IMAGINATION, at 3-0.
thanks to the inspired play of Tim "Which hand
do I shoot with?" Sheehan. Alone in second place
is the surprising SHACK (2-1). A four way tie for
third place exists between SOUR MASH II, Joey
Banana's ZEPHYRS, Joe "The Voice" DiPietro's
BIG, and Chris "Of course I do" Joyce's MAUL.
Rounding out the A-League field is MUST BE
FATE at 0-3.
In the women's league, defending champions,
SKIPPER'S CREW had a battle for first place with
Sue Reece's FUGWIMES. The FUGWIMES
staked an early 4-0 lead that held halfway through
Ihe first stanza thanks to the play of Biddy Hanrahan. But the CREW hung in like good little campers and pulled away with the victory, thanks in
part to the long range bomb of Mary "The Attorney" Dopman.
Big Rec Plex Congrats go to our intramural chief
Donna Collins on her Thanksgiving engagement.
Yes, that's right, Donna has succumbed to the
life of the betrothed with our very own security

officer, J.R. Warmest wishes from every one associated with the Plex and especially from Wilber, Bill, Rich and Kathy. Next week, soccer
highlights, raquetball and tennis finals and the
mid-season progress report. For this week, this
was, and is, Rex Plec.

a doubt the Stags' most potent offensive threat,
averaging 24.0 ppg. Beside leading the team in
assists, George has been counted on for inspiration. In the home opener against Brown, George
left the court midway through the second half with
a leg injury. But when he returned four minutes
later, the entire team played with greater intensity.
A three game winning streak (which should be
four after this past Tuesday's game against Division III Brandeis) is great impetus for the UConn
game on Dec. 11. If one remembers, the Stags
had a three-gamer going into the 1982 contest
against the Huskies and beat them 98-81 at New
Haven. But there will be a tough test before that
game, as Fairfield travels to St. Joseph's this
Saturday.

George
Gets
MAAC Honors
Junior guard Tony George has recently
been named the Metro Atlantic Athletic
Conference Player-of-the-Week. In three
games against Marist, Brown, and Utica, George averaged 24.0 points and 3.3
assists per game as Fairfield won all
three. In the opener against Marist, George had 29 markers and in the Stags'
first home game, he came back from an
injured leg to score 26. George is the first
one to receive the award this season.

FAIRFIELD U. BASKETBALL STATS
HAKE (CAREES PTS.)

G-C3

HHI/KPG

Tear C«org» (933)

3-3

Pmt Terln. (579)

3-3

A.J. Wynder (310)

3-3

J.ff Crow. (261)

3-3

Tla 0'Toole (340)

3-0

Aaron 'Brown (16)

3-3

Ed Golden (118)

3-0

Ul/37.0 24-41
94/31.3 11-27
89/29.7 14-27
9V3L3 8-19
60/20.0 4-10
89/29.7 6-11
57/19.0 6-8

Chip Slaeni (64)

3-0

UriB HcLeod (1)

2-0

FAIBTEID TOTAIS
OPFOWKTS TOTALS

3
3

TEAK RESOUHDSi

24/8.0
7/3.5
625/208
625/208

rc-rcA

&

rt-rtk

nj»

HEB

EC

.585
.407

24-32

.750

11

8-15
2-5
8-12

.533

17
10
11

3.7
5.7
3.3
3.7
2.3
3.3
1.3
2.0
0.0

.519
.121
.400

13-22
4-9
1-4

3-6
0-1

.545
.750
.500
.000

76-150
86-191

.507
.450

61-101
30-43

FklxflaU 14, Opponent. 14,

1-2
0-0

DKADMIX KBOOKSl

.400

.750
.591
.444
.250
.500

7
10
4
6

.000

0

.604
.698

90
119

Si

PTS

FPC

3
o

72

30

16

1/0

3
3
o

2
1
0
0
0
0"
0

24.0
10.0
10.0
8.0
7.0

0

2.3
0.0

30.0
39.7 69A

33
54

6
9

213
202

71.0
67.3

9/0
8/0
4/0

5
7
9

9/0
6/0
6/0
4/0
4/0

5
o

?#

l

30

24
21

13
7

5.3
4.3

FklxfUU 8, Opponents 7

Aaron Brown looks for a pass after gaining position.

[Photo by Remy Steiner]

